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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes an entrenchment of a pessimistic view

of humanity in three works of fiction by Joseph conrad, rrHeart of

Darlcressrtt E@ and the secret Agent,. It deli-neates a

progression whereby the central focus shifts from the individual

tosocietyatlarge,wherebyaspiritualquestforthegroundof

life, a quest with an unsatisfactory resolution, leads ultimately

to a vision of death, t,o an evocation of a mankind unconsciously

drifting on a nihil-istic course. ft further guages the extent to

which this shifting vision is mirrored by a corresponding shift in

artistic technique.

I begin by discussing both conradrs English intellectual and

literary mil-ieu and his conception of art and the role of the artist'

Then I analyse each of the above mentioned r,¡orks as artistic wholes¡

discussing the relationship of form and cont,ent,, technique and subject'

f show that conrad, in effect, employs the shattering results of

Marlowts frustrated spiritual quest i-n ttHeart of Darknessrrr his

revelati-on of eviL and death, to elaborate a vision of history in

Ng@,ravi-sionwhichrinessencerrenclersthefactofhumanexistence
absurd. Finally, f demonstrate that conradrs picture of the dead world

of The secret Agggl, a world inhabited by a sub-human manki'nd bent upon

its own destruction, is the inevitable out,come of the momumental problens

facing humani-tY in s!¡gg.
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TNTRODUCTION

It is general-ly acknowledged today that Joseph Conradrs

prinary significance as a novelist resides in his ability to 1ay

bare in his fiction some of the cent,ral problems of modern lifer to

delve courageoÌlsly into the hidden, murky recesses of hurnan existence

and to exhibit his discoveries mercilessly, without sentinentality or

self-pity. In this thesis I explore Conradts preoccupation with the

dark side of hunran experience. I chart an ent,renchment of pessimism

i.n three works of fiction by Conrad, a progression whereby the central

focus shifts from the individual to the entire fabric of human societyt

whereby the disconcerting results of a complex personal spiritual quest

are brought to bear i-n literary stud.ies of the disint,egrating condition

of society. I further discuss the extent to which this shiftingt

darkening vj-si-on of mankind is mirrored. by a corresponding transform-

at,ion of artistic technique.

In Chapt,er One I present a somewhat general discussion of Conradrs

English intellectual and literary milieu in order to arrive at an under-

standing of some of the kinds of problems facing novelists at the turn

of the century and to determine some of the means by which r'rriters

chose to encounter these problems in their fiction. In Chapter Tr,¡o Ï

d.escribe and discuss sone of the implications of Conradt s aesthetic, his

views concerning the firnction of art and the role of the artist.

L1



chapters one and Two, thus, Iay the groundwork for chapt'ers Threet

Four and Five, which are devoted to discussions of rtHeart of Darknessrrf'

Nostromo, and @ respectively. I analyse each of these

three works as artistic wholes, discussing the relationship of form

and content, technique and subject'

It becomes âpparont that rrHeart of Darknesstt delineat'es a

frustrated personal spiritual quest,. In t'hat' work Marlow, who grad-

ua11y becomes aware that rnankind is spiritually empty, that, in factt

evil and death inhere at the very core of existence, acquires dark

knowledge against which he has no defense. In my examination of

Nostromo it, becomes further apparent that conrad, in essence, utilizes

Marlor¡¡r s revelation to account for the malevolent growth of modern

industrial society, to evoke a vision of history which precludes the

possibility of human fulfillment and. which renders human existence

meaningless and absurd. Finally, I show that in ThO secret agent

conrad conducts a horrifying scrutiny of modern society itself. He

exhibits a stuntocl, spiritually deformed mankind existing in a hostile,

deathly world, a mankind r,lhich has succumroed to the dil-emmas for which

Marlow corrld. discover no satisfactory resolutj-on and which unconsciously

seeks its ovm anni-hilation.
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CHAPIET. ]

The davm of the twentieth century marked a period of great

excitenent, unrest and turbulence in the field of English fictiont

a fact manj-fosted by the dissatisfaction felt by the timers most

creative novelists r¡ith the trad.itional forns and subjects of the novel

and by their experimentation with new forms and techniques. It is uri

=versally acknowledged today that Joseph Conrad was in the vanguard of

this movement whose reverberations still resound in present day fictiont

whose influence is clearly d.iscernible in works by authors as disparate

as F. Scott Fitzgerald, ïrlilliam Faulkner and Graham Greone. Although

any movement in literature, due to the solitary nat,ure of the calling,

is neeessarily relatively spontaneous and 1oose, the preoccupati'ons

of those writers whose work is still vital and alive today were

inti:nately linked with the most funclamental and i-mportant problems

facing man in'the twentieth century. They courageously forged their

art in an age pervaded by the scientific spirit of radical doubt and

scepti-cisrn, at a time when significant advances in the sciences had the

dubious merit of challenging mant s essential integrity. Although

Conraclt s aspi-rations and achi-evements, si-ngJ-e-minded and unique, were

more creations of his idiosyncratic tempei'Arqent and vision, his unswerving

and solitary pursuit, of truth, than of the vicissitudes of literary

fashion, in his writing life he shared a cultural and j-ntellectual milieu

and nany artistic problems and aims in conrnon wi-th such distinguished



contemporaries aS Henry James, Ford Madox Ford, Stephen Crane and

Janes Joyce. Therefore a general exanination of the cultural and

artistic núlieu in which Conrad wrote will be conducted in the hope

that it will illuminate Conradt s art.

lfestern civilization in the early twentieth century presented

to the novelist a rapidly changi-ng face about which cert,ain general-

izations, which rnust, necessarily be extremely over-simplified, can be

made. Society had long since begun to become increasingly seculaîized,

as scientific discoveries narrowed the bor:ndaries and influence within

European society of Christianity, appearing to shatter its very fou:r-

dations. Moreover, nineteenth-century rational humanism, as man the

scienti-st began to look ttobjectj-velyrr within himself, discovering that

nrotivation might neither be rational nor conscious, and that human

behaviour an¿ culture coì.r1d be explained in terrns of biological instincts,

began to appear hopelessly naive. The n-ineteenth-cent'ury idea, derived

from Darwinism, that humanity is embarked on an ennobling course of

evolutionary progress could not' withstand scrutiny, as discerning rnen

perceived, as had the Romantics before them, that the technologj-cal and

material advances of the indust,rial revolution did not' fulfill manr s
I

most proforrnd longings and needs. The rtGetting and spendingrr which had

so oppressed Wordsworth, the centering of human life around the production

and consumption of commodities, had, under the auspices of the discipline

of economics, assumed. the aspect of a tyrannous set of natural laws.

The prospects for world peace ïrere marred by such factors as the tendency



of nations toward j.mperialistic expansion, the increasing role in

internationar relations of the sÞirit of militaristic chauvisnismt

and the proliferation of i.ncreasingly sophisticated and destructive

weaponry. In fact, sensitive and int,elligent people coul-d see that

l¡estern civilization was in a process of disint'egration, and that a

catastrophi-c war was inrni'nent'
2

conrad, who detested avowed pessimism, nonetheless could

write in l.B97 3

There is a--let us say--a machine. It evolved itself
(f arn extremely scientific) out of a chaos of
scraps of iron and beholdt--it knits' Ï am

horrifiedatthehorríbleworkandstandappalled.
I foel it ought t,o embroider--but it goes on

knitting. . . . And tho most withering thought is
that thã infamous thing has made itself¡ made itself
without thought, r¡ithout conscience, without
foresight, witfrôut eyesr without heart' It is a

tragic acãi¿ent--and it has happened' You canrt
interfere wit'h it.
aoaooaa'oo"c"t"ttt""

It lm:its us in and it knits us out' Tt has

knitted titne, spacer pain, death, corruptiont
despai-r and ãn- trre- illusj-ons--and nothing matters.
Itll adrnit however that to look at the renorseless
process is sometimes amusing.3

This irnage of the knitting machlne, cl-ear1y anticipating the

sin:ister, fateful Ì<rritters of rtHeart of Darknessrrr although derived

from the mechanistic nineteenth-century science, ís analogous to the

vision of much absurdist litorature of our o1m day. Conrad neither

i-gnored surface phenomena in favour of an expressionist'ic vision, as

Kafka was to do, nor did. his literature evolve simr'¡-ltaneously r'¡ith an

existentialist philosophyr as sartrer s was to do; neverthelesst

he was constrained t,o live in the same world as these men,



to

to

perceive that nankind is seemingly a gratuitous accident, to come

terms with the same apparent absenco of teleological meaning.

The central problem for the artist', then, which to this day

remains, was the means of commu¡-ication in a fragmenting world where

all ¡neaning, values and morals appeared nebulous and relative, where a

holistic conception of man could on-1y be held with increasing difficulty,

where life itself began to seem antithetical to art. Implicit in the

act of r,rriting a novel ís a belief in a conrnunj"ty of readers, but

corununal cod.es of morality and behaviour were losing neani-ng for the
h

artist, even, as David Daiches points out, negative meaning, âS soile-

thing to react against. Indeed, Daiches, who perceives the coíßnon

thread in the pre-modern novef to be a concern ttwith the relation between
2

public osteem and real worthrrr finds this isol-ation of the noveli.stt

this j-nability to use wit,h confidence public synbols such as marriaget

to be a dofiniti-ve characteristic of the modern novelíst:

The modern novelist (in tfre sense in which the term
i-s being used in this book) is born when the public
machinery is no longer used in order to achieve the
plot pattern, and the true inwardness of a charactert s

moral and psychological problems can be revealed
onl.y by removing hi:n fron the dist'ort,ing mirror of a

public sense of significance and exploring the trulh
about him in an isolation either real or sJrmbolic.e

Although tihe problems for the artist in a society increasingly

ininrical to meaningfr:I communication would appear to be dire, writers

of the period fervently lauded the novelrs possibilities and

audaciously broke new ground, rejecting the li-terary conventions and

techniques they felt to be irrelevant. ilBut from the death of Swift to
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the publication of The I'Iay 0f A]-]. Flesh there is little to be found in

the English novel that is not slightly unt^rorthy of
7

of a grorrn-up ltan-.1say of a grown-up Frenchman.n

generalization by'Ford Madox Ford, betraying bot'h his penchant for

exaggeration and his ad¡riration for Maupassant and Flaubert, epitornized

the att,itude of a coterie of novelists in the lat,e nineteenth and early

tøentieth centuriesi a general attitude prevailed that the novel had yet

to attai-n maturity as an art form. However unjust the sent'iment may be,

it reveals the passionate and ultimately constructive spirit which pre-

ponderated toward.s tho novel as an artistic vehiele. I¡Iriters such as Ford

and the critics who later championed them, as modern criticísm has

established, approached earlier Ì<inds of fiction prescriptivelyt from

the poi-nt of view of their or,¡n immediate artistic biases and needs, and

thus they certainly badly underestimat'ed the worth of some of the writers--

Dickens for example--whom they castigated. Tet they sfuuck a resounding

blor,¡ for the dignity of the novel, subjecting it to scrutiny, testing its

manifold. potentialities, and elevating its status. No longer was fiction

to be considered a trivial affair, a harrnless narcotic to distract and

1u11 the bourgeoisie in their leisure hours; no longer would dishonest

melodrama, haphazard d.esign and construction, and Victorian pontificating

be tolerated. The vocation of novelist became almost sacred, for the

novel itself came t,o be seen as a profoundly serious business, a unique

and protean medium through r,¡hich the complexities and mysterÍes of the

human condj-tion might be explored. It woul-d not be over-statenent to

ascribe a religious signi-ficance to conradt s dedication to fi-ction, as

the r¡hole attention

This sweeping
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evidenced by his celebratedtrPrefacetr to The Nigger 0f The rrltTarci.sÞuqrr:

rrAnd art itself may be defined as a single-minded atternpt to render the

highest kind of justice t,o the visible universe, by bringifg to light
Õ

the truth, manifold and one, underlying its every aspect.rÌ

It appeared evident 'i;hat in order for fiction to deal imaginatively

r,rith life in the twentieth century an ext'reme transformation of the

novel in the direction of realisïn Ìüas required. Joseph Warren Beach

succinctly describes the nrost sal-i.ent feature of this transition:

rtln a birdt s-eyo vielu of the English novel from Fielding to Ford, the

one thing that wiLl i-mpress you more than any other is the dÍ-sappearance
9

of the author.rf Whether one agrees that the novelist can choose to
10

disappear, or lúhether one argues, as Ï do, with irrlayne C. Booth, that the

novelist, can assume disguises but, can never choose to disappearr one can

link this transitj-on directly to the growth of the imperative, originating

in French fict,ion, that the novelist should subordinate hj-s personality as

storybeller in the interest of making his work more dramatic. By calling

attention to himself, or, more accurately, his persona as omniscient

observer, the novelist, it r^ras thought, adulterated t,he impact of his oun

story; moreover, by ex¡pIicitly providing informat'ion that nobody real-

istically could be supposed to know, information sometimes unsubst,antiated

by dramatized fact, the writer was thought to be trying to veil a defieiency
11

of talent. As Ford puts it, the novelist has trto render and not, to tell.tl

Therefore the tradition of the omniscient author was found to bo an

extranoous intrusion, detrimental to the effect of creating a vivid illusion

of reality, and., consequently, enpedients, such as a retrospectj-ve

l
,-ìi



narrat,ion by a character within the story, the Jarnesian centers of

consciousness, and adherence to a strictly dranatic method, were utilized

to circumvent it. Pushed to the extreme, this new

narration propounded that the story must seem to be

unmediat'ed by an author. Conrad usually found the

vier¡ concerning

telling itself, as if

persona of the frankly

of the dramatic

suitability to the

obtrusive author uncongenial, but Conrad, a servant of no artistic ideology,

would not have concurred with this dogmatic statement, nonetheless instructive,

of Percy Lubbock, here referring to Flaubert: trÏ speak of his l'üelling'l

the story, but, of course he has no idea of doing that and. no more; the

art of fiction does not begin until the novelist thinks of his story as
12

a matter to be g!9gr to be so exhibited t'hat it will tel1 itself .rr

Lubbock overlooks the fact that dramatic realism, like the authorial voice

of the Victorian noveI, is itseLf only a convention, a mediurn within i,¡hich

the artist can work, and is no guarantee of actualì.y evoking objective

reality. l{oreover, ontological natters are never so clear as to lend

thenselves exclusively to one approach. Booth, who, in facto finds it

necessary to distinguish several kinds of realisms within the modern genre
13

of roalísm, states:

I¡rlhatever verisimilitude a work may have always operates
r¡ithin a larger artifice¡ each work that succeeds
is natural-¿¡d artificial-in its oun way. Tt
is easy for us to see what was not, so clear at the
beginning of the century: r¡hether an impersonal
novelist hj-des behind a single narrator or
obsever, the muJ.tiple points of viow of lllysses
or As I Lay Dying, or the objective surfaces of
The Awkward Aæ or Compton-Burnettr s Parents and
Children, the authorrs voÍce is never rea11y
silenced.rl{

The more extravagant claims nade by exponent's

method., however, hard.ly vitiate its inport,ance and



literature of our century. In fact, it can be argued that the novelistr s

aforomentioned consciousness of the fragnenting nature of modern erçerience,

of h-is divorce from public standards, was largely responsible for the

emergence of the preference for renderi-ng over teIling, for the convention

of the omniscient voice in the Victorian noveI, evoking in the reader

conpassion or scorn for the characters, depicting action and states of

mind, narror',ling or broadening the perspective, l^ras partly contingent on

the posÍtion of the novelist as arbit,er of social values. As Daiches

says, the Victorian noveJ.i-st selected significant events for artj-stic
t5

treatment rron a principle publicly shared;tr consequently he could thrust

kris presence into his st'ory, confident that the reality and importance of

his subject matter rvas self-evident and therefore beyond reproach. How-

ever, if, to the novelist, conventi-onaI standards of importance and

behaviour seem irrolevant, if the novolistt s idea of what ís significant

in human affaj-rs is not communally shared, then the novelistrs vision,

nord necessarily more private and distant, must somehow be realized

vividly and objectively j-n order to justify its corununicati-on. ïndeed,
T6

as Beach point,s out, the focus of the modern novel, with the emergence of

of consci.ousnoss in works by Joyce and Virginia l¡Ioo1f, is often the

convolutions of an individualt s psyche, convoluti-ons which may not be,

as they are in Conradr s works, nlrrored and synbolized in outward

events. In any case, it is certainly paradoxical, if understandable,

that, as the novel gradually became a mediun treating more personal, or

at least moro isolated and individualized, themes, the impersonality

of the "¡¡riter became more desirable. The autonomous reality of these

streams
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themes, their enduring and universal- importance beyond the real¡t of

the nerely personal- whims and fanci-es of the author, must be established.

This train of ihought raisos another closely related aspect of the

disappoarance of the authorrs overt presence from the novol, the question

of the artistr s impartiality and aloofness j-n the choice and delineation

of his subject matter. The practice of the omnisci-ent author acting as

an overt moral guide in hj-s created world came to be seen as an intolerable and

unwarranted si:nplificati-on and distortion of the truth; that this task could

be performed i,¡ith consunrnate discret,ion and ski11, by George El-iot for example,

¡,las often overlooked. SimilarJ.y, the practice of the writer taking sides

in the conflicts he had created for his characters, manÍ-festing ån ffi-

equivocal identification wi-th certain characters, came to be scorned as an

inrpediment to realisn. Indeed, Conrad advised his friend John Galsworthy

that Galsworthyt s art was most deficient r¡hen he clearly sided with his
17

favori-te charact,ers, and urged him to cultivate an attj-tude of scepticism.

Again, as Ford indicates, the impulse toward ímpartiality arose in French

ficti-on, reaching its peak with Flaubert: rrït was Flaubert r,¡ho most

shiningly preached. the d.octrine of the novelist as Creator who should have

a Creatorr s aloofness, rendering the world as he sees it, uttering no

comments, falsifying no issues and carrying tho subject-the affair-
he has selected for rendering, remorselessly out to its logical

1B
conclusion,rr Joycets Stephen Dedalus, t,oo, uses the i-mage of t'he artist

as a god wholly detached from his creation, rrinvisible, refined out of

existence, indifferent, paring his fingernails.rtl9



10

The emphasis on the aloofness of the novelist is, like the closely

associated. natter of impersonality, a child of the tltentieth cent,ury.

Just, as the idea of the significant in human affairs was becoming more

hazy, so the concept of good, in an age of moral- rel-ati-vity, became

increasingly ambigü.ouso It is a critical cornnonplace that the vision of

modern literature is predominately iron-ic; consi-dering that the subject

of fiction i-s modern man, introspect'ive, scepti-caI, incapable of un-

oquivocal comnritment to systems of belief, cognizant of the extreme

lirnitations of manr s ability to percei-ve reality yet possessed of a

habituaL predilection for seeing the multifarious charaeter of any issue,

it is not surprising thal[ this is the case. A conedy such as Jane Austenrs

Emrna, constituted as it is upon the tradi-tional reward of marriage for the

heroinors clear, r:nambiguous growth in moral stature, could hardly have

been r,¡ritten in the twentieth century. In a world far less stable than

Jane Austenr s the employment of the institution of marriage, itself

mirroring the uncertaintíos and t,ensions of the times, eould only be seen

as an evasion. The realities of modern life, unpleasant though they nay
20

be, must' be faced honestly, rir,¡ithout choice and without fearr lf as

Conrad. says. It is i-nteresting to compare a novel such as Lord Jim with

Emma, for the focal point of the forrner j-s also a moral quandry. Ïn

contrast with Emma, however, Jim manifest's no lucid pattern of moral

growth, although, unlike Enunats, his case is refracted t'hrough the

consciousnesses of several other characters, obser¡¡ed from every conceiv-

able vier,çoint. We can never approach Jimt s case with moral elarity.
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Does his final act signify a craven desertion or a

Finally, Trre aro uncertain; ttHe passes away under a

te1ls us.

noble redemption?
2T

eloudrr, Marlow

It shoul-d not be assumed, however, that the new emphasis upon

inpartiality signaled a breach between the realms of art and morality,

ushering in an era where art exist's solely for its own sake, apart from

and beyond. the moral universe; rather the relationship between fiction

and rnorality began to function on a more complex plane, and more and more

without the aid of systematic Judeo-ChristÍan and humanist standards by
22

which to judge. 0f course, as Booth cogently arguesr finallyr no

novelj-st, can be impartiali one need not hold. a rationalist view of the

creative process to perceive that some degree of sêlection is an integral

step in the i¿riting of a noveI, and t,he very decision to focus attention

on cerbain characters and sets of ovents inplÍes a degree of partiality.

Values of some sort, if ono kno'¡ts how t,o discover them, always operate

in fj-ction. Joycels Dedalus, for exanple, may preach an aesthetic

doctrine divorced from morality, but no simple equation of Joyce and

Declalus should be made¿ Moreover, A PortraiL itself concerns StephenÌ s

i-n¡'rard struggle against the degrading and spiritually stultifying

inflLuence of Dublin, surely a subject with moral connotations. The

modern ironist, unlike a satirj-st such as Swift, who often enploys irony,

does not hold a lucid ethical stance, but his i-nterest is nonetheloss

moral. Claj-re Rosenfeld offers a helpful distinction between satire and

irony:
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In satire the authorr s posi-tion is always clear: he

wishes t,o correct by making eit'her ludicrous or
loathsome. frony, on the other hand, manifests
an anbiguity of attitude; neither author nor
audience is unequivocal in his response.
Grotesqueness cannot be unrelieved; men cannot
become monsters.23

The new emphasis on the novelistr s indifferent aloofness,

then, carried with it a corrosponding and paradoxical necessity for

dedication and commj-tment, for engagement with both life and art.

Conrad, in his Notes 0n Life And Letters. states that he requires of

the artist, 'tmany acts of faith of which the first would be the cherishing
2b

of an undying hope;tt, and in LristtPrefacetr to Chance he clarj-fies his

views on the subject:

I do not mean to hint that anybody had ever done
me the injury. . . of charging a single of my
pages with didactic purpose. But every subject
in the region of intellect and emotion must
have a morality of its own if it 1s treated
at all sincerely; and even the most artful
of r,rriters will give himself (and hig morality)
away in about every third sent'ence.ZÞ

Thus, for Conrad, the moral element in any work of fiction must not

be ad.ded as an afterthought or as a concession to conventional beliefs

or to the artistts sentimental hopes; it must echo fro¡n within the heart

of the work as an organi-c whole, even a work facing the blaekest side

of existence. ïndeed., i-t can hardly be otherwiso, since this true moral

quality is inextricably bor:nd with the creative process itself. The

aloofness of the novelist, then, is desirable inasmuch as it' facilitates

true crea-bivity, Booth, who renders the controversy conceniing the

desirability of the noveli-stt s detachment or engagement somewhat redundant
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wit'h h:is

which is

aitistic
ness and

concept of the second self the author creates as he writes,

composed of and exclusively committed to the work as an
26

who1e, nonetheless elaborates on the connect'ion between aloof-

creatj-vity, guaging the real worth of a detached artistic stance:

ttThe argument in favour of neutrality is thus useful in so far as it r'rarÌts

the novelist that he can seldom afford to pour his untransformed biases

into his T¡tork. The deeper he sees int,o permanency, the more 1ike1y he

is to earn the discerning readerrs concurrence."27

This chapter has presented a general exanination of the cultura]

and art,istic n:ilieu in.r,¡hich Conrad wrote, Tt is evident that the periodt

for a writer, was one both of great uncertainty and excitenent. the

novel, as nevor before, became the subject of formal study, the general

outcome of r¿hich I have endeavored to doscribe and analyse. Although an

analysis of the neans by i.lhich the new attitudes concerning narration

were put into practice is beyond the scope of this thesi-s, in the

following chaptor I will discuss, necessarily rather generally, Conradrs

techniques of narration. Moreover, an examination of narrative techniques

will constitute a part of my analysis of the three particular works

under scrutiny in this thesis. In the next chapter I wil.l consider

Conradt s conception of the artist, his views concerning the fr:nction of

art and the tools and techniques which the artist nay bring to bear, and

the implications of this aesthetic for Conradrs fiction.



CHAPTER TÏ

tjluch of the criticisn written on Conrad seeks to erplicate

either Conradrs psychological or his political perceptions, and, since

Conradr s insi-gh'i;s into both human psychology and poli-tics are acute,

this is a valuable area of inquiry. However, H. L. Mencken writes

of Conrad:

One might wel-I call him, if the term had not been
cheapened into cant, a cosmic artist. His mind
works upon a colossal. scale; he conjures up the
general out of the particular. Trlhat he sees and
describes in h-is books is not merely thj-s nant s
aspirations or that womanrs destiny, but the
over'rfhehrning sweep and devastation of univorsal
forces.l

However accurate l{enckenr s glowing assessment of Conradr s art may be,

it cortainly does justice to Conradrs ideas concorning the role of the

artist and the purpose of art, for Conrad was not primarily concerned

to depict and i-nterpret just the norkings of the indívidual hr¡nan nincl

or the specific body politic; rather Conrad sought to discover what in

human l-ife is fundamental and universal, t,o pierce through concrete

representations to the j-nscrutable and mysterious ground of human

exi-stence. He brought to the novel the poett s freshness and plasticity

of language and. faculty for creating s¡rmbolic imagery, tools requisite

for such a task. His famous impressionism--his idiosyncratic rendering

of scene, his time dislocations, his r-rnending search for a suitable

point of view, a fresh angle of vision--cêfi be seen as an attempt to

stalk his olusÍvo prey. TLr-is chapter wil-I present a discussion of Conradt s

concept'ion of the artist and wilL examine in a general way the consequences

th
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of this aesthetic for Conradrs fiction.

Conradrs writi-ng life, like his life at sea, lüas marked by a

stringent and single-mi-nded dedj-cation, a peri-od of apprenticeship, and

arduous, disciplined r,rrork. Conrad sacrificed much to become a great

r,rriter, peace of mind, his already precarious physical health and financial

socurity. As mentioned in Chapter I, his estimation of the value of the

wrj-ter to human society was oxtrenely high; no sacrifice demanded by the

i,rorld of letters could be too great, for the artist, like the scj-entist

or the philosopher, in Conradrs eyes was a questor after truth. Conrad

perceived the purpose of art to be, as indicated in the last chapter,

nothing less than the rend.ering of rrthe highest kind of justice to the
2

visible universe; rt ; in the same paragraph of the rrPrefacerr to The ltrigger

0f The rrl{arcissusrr he elaborates¡ ttlt is an attempt to find in its foms,

in its colours, in its light, in its shadows, in the aspects of matter

and in the facts of 1ife, what of each is fi:ndarnental, what is enduring

ancl essential--their one il.l-ulninating and convincing quality--the very
3

truth of their existence.rr

The sj:nilarity betwoen the art-{st on the one hand and the scientist,

and the thinker on the other hand, according to Conrad, is only valid

inasmuch as it concerns the aims of al-l three; as to method, the novelist

treads a path divergent frorn that of the other two, who rely on facts

and ideas:

Confronted by the same enigmatj-cal spectacle the artist
descends within himself, and in that lone1y region of
stress and strife, i-f he be deserving and fortunate, he
finds the terrns of his appeal. His appeal is made to
our less obvious capacities: . . . . the changing wisdom
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ilof successÍ-ve generations discards ideas, questions facts,
dernolishes t'heories. But t'he artist appeals to that part
of our being which is not dependent on wj-sdom: to that
in us r,¡hich is a gift and not an acquisition--and,
therefore, more perrnanently enduring.l+

5
The artistrs appeal, which, he states later in the rrPrefacorn is

directed primarily to the senses, is exi-stential, for it springs from

and pnswers t,o, indopendent of knowledge or wisdom, the most vital part

of manf s being¡ hence art j-s capable of approaching nearer what is

concrete, meaningful and real about hunan life than scíence or philosophyr

disciplines confined to the consideration of abstractions.

This at'titude has obvious affinities with the Romantic concoption

of the imagination as the formt, of the creati.ve poï/er of the artist;

thore is a corrnon emphasis placed upon the individuality of the artist,

upon an anti-rationalistic concepti-on of a mysterious intuitive power

as the source of significant perceptions, and upon the ability of the

intuition to penetrate a timeless realm distinct from the artist hiroself,

discerning the universal and the enduring. Conradr s attitude is, as

Frederick R. Karl expresses i-t, Itessentially an anti-traditionalist
6

positionrtr for Conrad, who believed each writ,er toiled alone,

dependent, solely upon his oltn resources in the creative struggle, often

vociferously denied the central i-mportance t,o the novelist of genros

such as realism or naturali-sm. A letter written to Edward Garnett, dis-

cussi-ng a chapter of An Outcast 0f The Tslands with which Conrad was

unhappy, provides further evidenee that Conradrs muse was beyond his

rational control: trNothr-lng no?Í can unmake my mistake. I sha1l try--but'
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I sha11 try without faith, because all. my work is produced un-

eonscíously (so to speak) and I cannot meddle to any purpose i^rith
7

what is within myself,rr Thís J.ett,er, of course, T¡ras written ín1.895,

at a tíme prior t'o the creation of Conradr s great work, and Conradr s

mature vlork cert,ainly benefited funmensely from the conscious knowledge

of the experienced craftsman, but it is nonetheless true that Conradr s

later books, which, with a few exceptions such as Victory and rrThe Secret

Sharerrrr are markedly inferior to his best fiction, suffer from a deficiency

of inspiration, not of craft.

Although art, for Conrad, then, is largely mysterious, passing

rational comprehension in its struggle to capture the essential, its

subject matter is firmly grounded in tomporal reality. In an appreciation

of the work of Henry James, Conrad. states: [A]-1 creative art is nagic, is

evocation of the unseen in forms persuasive, enlightening, familiar and

surprising, for the edification of mankind, pinned dor^m by the conditions

of its existence to the earnest consideration of the most insignificant
B

tides of reality.rf The forrns of art are rrfamiliar and surprisingn in

the sense that mrindane human experience is both familiar and surprising,

for Conred never intended to abdicate the everyday, flesh and blood

world of human affairs, the traditional domai-n of the novelist. Conrad

certainly refused to confine his perceptions within the world of facts

and his imagination withj-n the boundaries of any literary formula of

realj-sm, but, his work, as the prefaces to many of his novels attest, nore-

theless often had a basis in reality¡ a person encountered in 1ife, such

as Almayer, or an event witnessed directly or at second hand, the bombing
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of the Greenwich Observatory for instance, often constituted, in

5:naginative fonn, the subjoct ¡natter of Conradl s fiction. Conrad

composed stories whieh, however exotic their setti-ngs or adventurous

their actions, deal- with characters living in a world, in essenti-als,

ver)'much like our or,na. Furthermore, although his novels are rich in

an intelJ.ectual sense, he was not a philisophical novelist of Í-deas;

in a letter to Cunninghame Graham, Conrad writes: ItAnd also you must

remember that ï donrt start with an abstract notion. I start with

definite images and as their rendering ls true some little effect is
o/

produced.rr Conradl s intention was to capture the essential substance

of human experi-ence not' by ignoring but by penetratíng surface phenomena;

as Donald C. Telton, who emphasizes the ardour with which Conrad accepted

the conventional requirement that the novel depict surface action, states:
10

rlThe art of fiction'!Ías for Conrad an art of mimesis.tt

Conradrs dj-ctun that art is a magicalrrevocation of the unseentr

provides a paradoxical- insi-ght, into his contentment with the realj-stic

rendering of the surface details of life. The unseen, stri-ctIy speaking,

is ineffable; by definition it cannot be depicted di-rectly, and hence

i-t must be expressed synboIically. PauJ- Tillich, whose i-nterest j-n

symbolism is not confined to the arts, nevertheless elaborates on this

idea: ttAlL arts create symbols for a level of reality which cannot be

reached in any other way. A picture and a poem reveal eLements of
11

reality which cannot be approached scientifically.tt Conrad, in a

letter to Barrett Clark, expresses a similar position:
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a rrrork of art is seldom linrited to one exclusive
meani-ng and not necessarily tending to a

definite conclusion. And this for the reason
that the nearer it approaches art', the nore it
acquires a symbolic character. . . .

So I will only cal1- to your attention to the
fact that the syrnbolic conception of a work of
art has this advantage, that it makes a triple
appeal covering the whole field of life. Al-1
the great creations of literature have been
syrnbolic, and in that way have gained in
cänrplexiiy, in polrerr in depth and in beauty.I2

Since Cor¡radrs art is empirical to the extent that Ít employs

rdefinite imagesrr draLrn from the visibtre world, his syrnbolisn is not

private in the sense that Joycers symboli-sm can be said to be privat'e.

Given Conradts conscious striving for objectivity and impartiality and

the fact that Conrad as a novelíst, despi-te his interest j-n human
13

psychology, laboured, as Karl says, rressentially from the outsiderrr

this is not surprising. Thus in Conradr s works the details of description

of the natural settingsn whether of the river and jungle of trHeart of

Darknessrt or the city of The Secret Agent. and the actions of the

characters grad.ually i11umj-nate one another and acquire a complex sy'rnbolic

significance partaking of and yot moving beyond their concret,e meanings.

Despíte Conradr s precision in observation and delirnited field of vision,

however, he, being aware of the ephemeral and mysterious aspect of hunær

experience, strived. for a suggestive quality in L:-ls art¡ hence his bost

work yields a multiplicity of interprotations, for its synbolic qualityt

as it rings t,rue, conveys many shades and levels of meaning, elevating

its signifieance to the protean realm of myth'

As mentioned previously, Conrad conceived of his art' as an address

iì
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to the senses, ttthe appeal of one temperrnent to all the other
th

innumerable temperrnents¡rr he states: ttMy task whlch I am trying

to achieve is, by the powor of the written word, to make you hear, to

make you feel--it is, be.fore all, to make you see. That--and no more,
t5

and it is everything.rt rt is evident by now, howevor, that for conrad
16

tho act of seei-ng, as Yelton says, rrwas more than an optic function.rt

In order for fiction to make the reader see, Conrad thought, it had to

appropríate from the other arts their most salient and ruond.erful

qualitÍes, from sculpture plasticity, from painting colour, and from

music a resonance of magÍ-c suggestíveness. In the final analysis, as

Conracl recognized, the novelistrs task is the careful rend.ering of his

visi-on into words:

it is only through an r:nrernitting never-discou:raged
care for the shape and ring of sentences that an
approach can be made to plasticity, to colour, and
that the light of magic suggestiveness may be
brought to play for an evanescent instant over the
commonplace surface of words: of the o1d, old
words, worn thin, defaced by ages of careless
usage.17

Conradr s admiration for Flaubert and the mot iuste is, of courso.
-18 

-

well- knor¿n. fndeed, according to Ford. Mad.ox Ford, Conrad, in moments

of exasperation, denigrated the English language for its imprecision

as a medi-um of expression. The careful usage of words entailed for

Conrad torturous, disciplined work and, sometjmes, manl sedentary hours

spent, in front of a blank page.

The vast, demands Conrad placed upon language, then, steruned from

tris requirement of a medium adequate to convey a broad and complex
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vision, adequate, in fact, to penetrate the essential reality behind

surface appearances; his expectatíons i¡tere ansrvereci as nuch by a

sensitivity toward the structural- integrity of literature and by a

poetts faculty for evoking new and far-reaching effects by means of

symbolic irnagery as by his natural talents as a racont,eur. His deliberate

resolve to make his rr¡ork synbolic has already been discussed, and Ford,

with whom Conrad theorized endl-essly about the noveL, reveals that t,hey

made no firm distinction between poetry and prose: rrTr'Ie agreed thþt a

poem was not that which rras written in verse but that, either prose or
t9

vorso, that had const'ruct'ive beaut'y,tt Conradrs facili'by for evoking

and organizing complexes of inages, which rami-fy and expand t'he narre-

tive in countless Ìtays, amplified in no small way the depth and profundity

of h-is r'üork, For instance, inrfHeart of Darknessrt a key s¡nnbo1, the ivory,

is invested r¿ith nanifold significance as Conrad utilizes the image in a

variety of contexts and graCually compi-Ies assocj-ated images which ramify

its meaning. Conversely, Conradr s s¡rr¡þe1ic i-magery also funetions so

as to siinplify, to crystallize the matrix of the flux of events he portrays.

Douglas Bror^rn, for instance, writes of Nostromo: trlüostromo tends to

reflect one focal irnage from episode to episode, as though the human

cond.ition in Sulaco is perpetually t'his: a lighter loaded with the sj-lver

that all facti-ons and individuals acljust themselves to, suspended motion-
20

less in pitch darkness on a notionless gulf.[ Sirnilarily, the image of

a pathetically sordid cab ride through the street's of London to chaos and

despair is central, illuminating the action of The Secret Agent whieh
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precedes and follows it.

A characteristic and analogous feature of Conradts fiction is his

impressionisrn, his id.iosyncratic rendering and juxtapositioning of

scene and event. Conrad rarely proceedecl in a straight forward fashion

with his naterial, depicting events in a logi-cal, chronolosical sequence;

rather, he usually disrupted the eonventional narrative sequence, moving

back and. forth in time, bringing to bear the aforementioneC poetic

techn:iques, depicting scenes as much to eonvey their subtle atmosphore

and his'unique sense of their significance as to further the 'i;radi-tional

plot toward its climax. Ford.t s famous justification for hís and Conradr s

impressionistic method is made on the grounds of realism: rrFor it became

very early evident, to us that what was the matter with the Novel, and

the British novel in particular, was that it went straight forward,

wheroas in your graduaL rnaking acquaintanceship rnrith your fellows you
2L

nevor do go straight forward.tf Joseph l¡Iarren Beach, here discussing

the means by which the impressior¡-istic melhod. approximates reality,
j-s in agreement with Ford, but Beachts argument is tacitly based upon

a psychological theory:

There are two r,rays in which this greater reality' iS brought about by the exploi-tation of the
sensations. So 1arge1y, bf this means, one gots
rid of the authorr s intellectual forrnu].ation of
the thought-process, which is likel-y to interfere
with directness of presentation and throw its
conventional fil-¡n over eyerything. And then this
method conforrns to the actual thought-process,
which is chiefly made up of items of sensation,
rather than being a conneeted chain of logical
reasoning.22
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Beách, I believe, is correct in estimating the impressionist'ic

nothod as an tfexploitati-on of the sensations u and in de-emphasizing

the irnportance of consecut'ive logie; hgwever, in implying that

irçressíon:ism necessarily conforms to a behaviouristic psychological

theory in whieh man occupies the place of a passive recorder of üî-

coruaected sensory stinruli, Beach errs. It would, perhaps, be moro

instructive to link Conradrs method r^rith Gestalt psychology, for the

essence of his impressionism is the active perception and delineation

of organic wholes, as Beach, in a section of his book devoted exclusively
23

to Conrad, paradoxically recognizes. In his best work Conradfs scenest

whether long descriptÍ-ve passages or trenohant vignettes of minor characters,

are indeed. evocations of sensory sensations, but taken together they

form cohesive pictures, replete with meani-ng on mæ¡¡tr-evels. As mentioned,

Conradt s scenes function i'¡ithin s¡nnbolic networks, often aeting thern-

selves as extended metaphors.

Conradrs distortions of time have both general and particular

implications for his novels apart from the conmon-sonso one noted by

Ford. They serwe the purpose of involving and ímplicating the reader

witlrin the fictional world of the novels. In Change' for example, the

reader beco¡nes as involved as Ìularlow with the business of piecing to-

gether the various thread.s of Flora d.e Barralr s history. In a nore

profoundwork,suchas@,wherethooutcomeofeachfacetofthe

story is deferred through tine shifts and developed gradually, the process

is even more subtle, creating in the readerr as A. J. Guerard expresses

it, ¡ran j-ntricate play of emot,ion and a rich conflict of syrnpathy and

ll
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judgement, a provisional bafflement in the face of experience which
2b

turns out to be more complicated then we ever would have dreamed.rl

And of Ugglgoqg, Guerard states: ttThe reader must collaborate not only

in the writing of a novel, nor,r, but also in the writing of a eountryr s
25

hist,orY.rt

Frederick,R. Karl contends that Conradrs chronological

dislocaiions aro indicative of a trend in modern fiction toward the

exploration of a poeti-c or psychological time as opposed to conventional
26

clock or calendar time. As sueh, Conradrs experimentation in this area

can be construed as a facet of his endeavor to address ths vital- or

existential center of manrs nature, to stimulate the readerts imagina-

tion in an attempt t,o penetrate beyond the everyday surface of human

activity. Too, there are implications for the depiction of character,

for as Ðaiches says: ttthe relation of consciousness to time is not the

simple one of events to ti-me, but is independent of chronological
27

sequence i-n a way that events are not,.rt A qualífication is in order

here, though, for it must be reiterai;ed that Conrad, unlike Joyce or

'r,ioolf, r¡orks mainly fron the outside of his cha::actersS still, his tine

shifts permit juxtapositions which elucidate charactorr âs.r for example,

the delayed description itr Ngstrglg of Decoudrs paralysis of will and

consequent suicj-de illuninates Nostromots lapse of resolve and insidious

descent i-nto corruption.

Since Conrad reveafs in the rrPrefacerr to The lrligger Of The ttNarcissustf.--.-ãB
that his aestheti-c goal is ttthe perfect blending of form and subst,ance..rt

the fluid time shifts which proliferate after Conradt s early fiction, and

il
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the concept of poetic time wh-ich they embody, should operate as

integral parts of the substance of his novels. Here Karf provides an

insight:

In literary terms, the time theory signifies the
relative nature of human experÍence; most modern
novelist,s, especially Proust, Conrad, Virgin:ia
Woolf, Beckett and Faullmer, deny absolutes in
hunan relationships, and the structural forrnat
of their work, in its emphasis upon flluctuating
ti-me, rnirrors their belief in the relational and
non-absolute quality of erperience and history.29

As a general- evaluãti-on, Karlr s statement is fair and just regarding

Conradr s fiction taken as a r^rhole; in particular, Nostromo is directly

concerned to deny the absolute, sequential quality of history. In that
30

book the disrupted chronology, which implies, as Guerard contends, that

the order of oecurence of historically significant events is of ro con-

sequence since the results of the event,s are, essentially, the same, works

to convey a sense of history as stasis .

The Írnpressionistic mode, facilitating as it does shifts in point,

of view as well as, and often si¡nultaneously with, shift,s in time, was

for Conrad an important means for the employrnent of irony; it both

perurits Conrad to utilize modern irony, to transmit an aT^rareness of t,he

ambi-guous, many-sided character of human experi-ence, and to employ

traditional dramatic i-rony, dependent upon lmowledge shared by the author

and the reador but unavailable to certain characters. The ironic mode,

of course, requires of the artist suffi-cient detachroent to perceive the

manifold signifi-cance of events, and thus Conradr s digressíve approach

can be seen as a means to adjust the delicate balance betwoen his

involvement in and detachment fron his olm work. Indeed, Guerard, who

eharacterizes the Conradian technique as one rrof evocation and evasion'l
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and asserts t'hat the sudden shifts in time as much as the other techniques

of narration are means of controlling Conradr s distance from hís subject
31

matter, argues cogently that Conrad required ironic or rotrospective
32

distance to do his best work. This naturally does not impS-y that Conradr s

subjoct matter was not vitally inrportant to him. For example, Lord Jim,

dealing with the subject of betrayal, which obsessed Conrad, perhaps cofl-

prises the most pronounced and extended single example of modern irony, for

as Marlow rangos back and forth through his past, captivating his auditors

with fragments of memory, resurrecting brief encor:nters, with Chestor and

the French Lieutenant, for example, he gradually exposes the complexity

ancl ambiguity suruounding Jimr s leap from the Patna, all the while implicating

thereaderi.n'nota1ienatinghimfronr,thenora1di1emma.@,

which marks a still greater degree of artistj-c detachment, is, of course,

a manifestation of the rernorseless application of dramatic i-rony. For

instance, the black comedy of Verlocrs murd.er and tho ensuiÈg farce played

out by Winnie and Ossipon, : scenes occupying seventy pages of the novel,

work through a dramatic irony partly dependent upon t,i:ne shifts. the

overal.l effect, as smaff and large j-ronies mount successively upon the

heads of the characters, is an intense vision of cosmic irony.

Conradrs techniques of narratíon, as suggested, act in conjunction

with his impressi-orristic style in the imaginative treatment of his subject

matter. ïn Chapter One I attempted to describe the att'itudes prevailing

arotxrd the turn of the century with respect to narration and to dj-scuss

some of their implications. Now ï propose to focus briefly and in a

rather general fashion upon Conradr s techni-ques of narration. The question
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of point of vj-ew Ìras paramount for Conrad, for the record of his writing

Lífe is one of uneeasing erperiment,ation in the orderÍng of his

own and the readerfs relation to the subject rnatter of his fiction. In

¡ís early work Conrad moved toward a narrative stance which enabled hjm to

preserve a degree of detachment and objectivity; although the process ïras

to an extent one of trial and. error, Conrad, at l-east by 1p01, was con-

scious of a need. for objectivity, for in the letter to Galsworthy mentíoned

ín the last, chapter, he links an attitudo of detached scepticism with the
3l+33

creative process itself. In Almayerls Folly, as Guerard indj.cates,

Conrad was often fumbling with an uncongenial method, with bald attempts

to render from within the subjectÍve states of his characters and to

depict the action directly, without a screen of irony or retrospective

distance. Then too, Conrad manifests his characteristic catholicity of

interest wÍthout securing guidelines for the reader or providing a

thernatic center; these are also, in part, defects of narration. However,

by the time of rhe Nigger of rhe ttNarcissusr rr a novel both richer j-n

substance and much less diffuse, Conrad, although still ordering chronology

in a eonventional fashion, had, t,o an extent, discovered t,ho means of

preserving a certain degree of aesthetic detachment and of presenting

rnultiple poi-nts of view rnrithout sacrificing unity, for Conradrs persona,

who at ti¡nes speaks as one of the shiprs creür, but who is clearly a

loftier, more omni-scient porsonage, confines himself to an external view

of the shiprs crerÍ, moving at wilL frorn officers to com(Ion seamen, secur-

ing a3-l possible viewpoi-nts to the threat posed. by the storrn and by
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I¡fait and Donlcin.

It is evident, then, that one of t'he chief technical problems t,hat

Conrad struggled wÍth, as Guerard phrases it, rtwas to discover a narrator

noninally not the author himself, not conmj-tted to consecutive reporting,
35

and who could move where he inrished in time, space, and thought.rr

During his career Conrad happened upon such useful narratj-ve masks as

Decoudrs almost cynical letter to his sister and the r.rnwíttingly ironic

voice of Mi-tchell in Nostromo and the teacher of languages and Razu¡novr s

diary in Undér trri,esteqn Eyeq. Hoi,Íever, the novelistrs favorito persona

(as evidenced by an unprecedented four separate appearances), and the

one perhaps most rervarding to cri-tical scruti-ny, is lilarlow. Although

Marlow is in a sense inseperable from the r¡orks he inhabits, his character

and personality are consistent from book to book. His exact relation to

Conrad. i-s impossible to gìrage. He may be profitably vj-ewed from the

perspective of Boothrs coneept of tho authorfs second self, although,

according to Boothr s definition, l{arlow would only constitute one
36

facet, or froin the vantage point of therrfictive tl;ttj a term coined

by G. Hartman to represent the dialectic betwoon conscious and unconscious

fasets of the authorr s self from which emanates the persona of a work

of literature. And yet, although the tone of Marlor'¡rs voice is often

similar to the undranratized narrative voi-ces in Conradr s other works,

Marlow, at rare tJ-mes, .appears to be, through ironi-es of which he is un-

aldare, cloarly di-stinct from Conrad.

At any rate, as Karl indicates, thg use of Marlow obviously satisfies
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Conradrs requirement of a screen of retrospeeti-ve distance: ttThe reader

meet,s a i'{arlow who is interpreting the younger man, who is conveying an
37

oldsr manrs reaction to an earlj-er series of events.tr Î{arlow, then,

not only serrres himself as a partial screen between Conrad and the action,

but also, as it were, looks down from a height lofty enough to perrnit a

nodicum of objectivity. And in Lord Jin and in Chanqe, in which the

subject matter and the melodrarnatic plot are unequal to the elaborate

method, Marlow is often distanced from events by physical proxornity as

well as'by time, since he frequently relates second or third hand report,s

of episodes whi-ch transpired in a fictional past. Ivloreover, Ivlarlow,

nreditative and sceptical, provides for Conrad in all four works an ironic

as weil as a retrospecti.ve detachment. Then too, Marlow i-s insatiably

inquisitive, ofton ferreting out and reporting the various attitudes of

the charact'ers he encounters, providing multiple points of view in addition

to his omr.

Superficially, Marlow appears t,o serve Conrad chiefly as a prop

of realism, for, i¡hen using Marlow as narrator, Conrad. rarely violates

the limits of what Marlow could realisticall¡r ¡s e>rpected to know. Beach,

who notes that the creation of Marlow provided a check on what he calls

Conradr s Oriental styIe, hi-s early tendency t,o use too many words, says

of tord Jim; rfThe Oriental style in this word-of-mouth narrat,ive, gives

place largely to a natural, anecdotal mannor, the manner of one speaking

with authority of things of which he knows, . . . . All this gives to the
3B

narrative an amazing air of authenticity.rl
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Although Beacht s assessment is, in a senser unassailably just, Marlon,

I believe, transcends his function of providing tho nominal requirements

of reafisrn. Marlow is a spiritual as well as a physical traveller; he

aspires to accomplish in a fictíonal un-iverse precisely what Conrad desired

to accomplish through literature: to seek out the mysterious and elusive

truth investing hunan existence. As Marlow tells his stories, in a relatively

straight-forv¡ard fashion in rtYout'btr and ttHeart of Darknessrr and in a more

dÍ-gressive nanner in Lord Jím and Chance, he seeks incessantly for a new

insight or perspective to illuminate the reality behind the surface of

events. lle thrusts tho reader into the aforementioned realm of poet'ic time

beyoncl the province of facts, making suggestions and inferences, drawing

images and rendering impressions. Although lt{arlow oxhibits ext,reme moral

delicacy, his t,ales are uttered ín sincerity and without propoganda; there-

fore the moralÍty of his tales is bound up with their creation, fulfilling

the Conradian prescription discussod in the previous chapter. In short,

then, through llarlow Conrad could at times approach "the perfect blending

of forrn and substancert! could endeavor to fu]-fill his highest artistic

aims, aims too great and various to be confined with-in a single artist'ic

category"

This chapter has presentod a discussion of Conradts aesthetic, as

developed mainly in the ttp¡sf¿sstt to The Nieqer 0f The ttNarcissusrf and

in some of his letters, and has endeavored to indicate some of the general

irnplications of thi-s aesthetic for Conradt s fiction. In the succeeding

chapters I r,¡il1 exarnine the three particular works I have chosen to illustrate

my thesis, showing that they are consistent with Conradts aesthetic.

F
I

I

I
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f will chart an entrenchment of a pessimistic vier.¡ of hunanity in

these works, a progression whereby a frustrated spiritual- quest leads

ultimately to a vision of death.



CTTAPTER, TII,

Although rrHeart of Darknesstt conveys profound insights regarding

the stat'e of westerr: eivilization, its plot transpires apart from that

civilizatj-on and its central focus is predominantly personal raiher t'han

social. The book falls into the broacl tradition of quest literature;

like Shakespearets The Tempest, Johnsonts Rasse1as, Dostoyevskits

The Brothers Karamazov, and Flessers Sicldhartha, it is firndamentally

concerned to explore the truth about the nature of man and hj.s place in

existence¡ and to deternrine, in the face of this knowledge, how he shouLd

live. ThusrrHeart of Darknessrrr in j-ts very subject matter, is a direct

atternpt to fulfill the chi-ef tenet of Conrad.rs aesthetic¡ to attempt to

bríng to light some portion of the tru.th investing our lives. ttAnd yet
I

it seemed to throw a kind of lightrrr Marlow says of the culmination of

his Congo experience with Kurtz. The allusion to light, however, beli-es

the nature of the bookf s insight, for l{arlowts physi-cal journey away

from European civílization and into the heart of the primitive rrdark

continenttt ís accompanied by a simultaneous passage into the ti-meless,

d.ark and prÍ.nrordi-al reaches of the human heart. It is a journey Í-n-

formed by Conrad-t s irnpressionism; Marlow uses language poetically, draw-

5-ng from memory striking images which convey the nightmare-like sense

of t,error accompanying the experience.

The story, on the syrnbolic 1eve1, has been interçreted by A. J. Guerard

as an archet¡ipal, psychgl-ogical rrnight journey into the unconscious, and

32
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confrontation of an entity wíthin the self.tr However, while the

novolla does encompass such a jourrrey, its substance is more inclusive,

conveying an unrnistakable, extra-psychological sense of human evil and'3 l+

a related vision of death; indeed, both Lilian Feder and Robert 0. Evans

view the story as a symbolic descent into hell. The book, though, is not

simply a reiteration of the doctrine of original sin, for concornitant with

the moral issue is an existential question. The revelation of evil unfolds

it,self beforo Marlow in a paradoxical, absurd atmosphere of unreality and

doleriun. No redeeming or counterbalancing standard of goodness, for t,he

nost part, presents itself, for evíl is neither depicted in the novella as

a servant of good, as in Christianity, nor even as an independent, co-equal

opposite to good.; rather evl1, although manifested in the actions of men,

is portrayed 1arge1¡r as a negating force, vitiating the val-idity and efficacy

of standards of goodness and restraj"nt even as it deprives life of meaning

and vitality. Conrad perceives resistance to the poT/rer of evil as being a

rare and mysterious qual-ity. Marlowrs visi-on, largely unrelieved, is one

of doath, of a vacuous death-in-Iife prefiguring a finaL nothi-ngness.

In the previous chaptor,I d.iscussed Marlowts role i-n Conradrs fiction

as truth seeker; trHeart of Darknesstt perhaps provides the clearest

i-llustration of this role, for, as stated, Marlowrs voyage up the Congo

RÍver syrnbolizes a partially coverb quest after truth, a fact skilfu11y

communicated throughout. From the outset we learn that Marlowr s propensity

to wendor sets him apart from hi-s fellow seamen (5) an¿ that his foray into

the African wi-lderness ori-gj-nated in a childhood desire to investigate the
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¡nlcrown, blank spaces of the earbh (B). His description of his approach

to the African coast, hardly that of a man merely fulfilling a contractual

obligation, too, is telli-ng: tWatching a coast as j-t slips by the ship is

like thinking about an enigma. Thore it is before you--smi1ing, frolrning,

inviting, grand, mean, insipid, or savage, and always mute with an air of

whispering, Come and find outrr (f3).

It is r¡el-l known that rrHeart of Darknesstr had its genesis in an actual

voyage mad.e by Conrad to the BeJ.gian Congo; he had heeded this mute invita-

tion of the African coast in reality, and, in his Last Essays, he hints at

the nature of his discovery r,¡hen he speaks of ttthe vilest scramble for

loot, that ever di-sfigured the history of human conscience and geographical
5

erploration.tr It is, however, for Marlow to plunb the depths, to depict

the full- reality, of this ex¡:erience. The critical moment on the continuum

of Marlowts experience is, of course, his encounter with Kurtz, and, although

this meeting does not take place until the story is nearly concluded, Kurtzrs

presence broods like a spectre over the entire novella. Marlot¡ periodicallyt

at i-rnportant moments, introd.uces Kurtzt s name into the proceedings, runrinat-

ing ovor his significance, making inferences and suggestions, heightening

anticípation and suspense; gradually and insidiously, t'he reader becomes

aÌtare of Kurt,z as }4arlowr s mysterious kin and destiny and as the for:nt

of the truth for which Marlow has always, perhaps unconsciously, been

seeking. I¡fhon Marlow believes, erroneously, that he wil1- nevor meet Kurt,z,

he says: rt[ couldnrt have felt more of lonely desolation somehow, had Ï

been robbed of a belief or had missed my destiny in lifetr ()+B).
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Jorome Thale, I believe, reads too much into the narrative in
6

considering Marl-owr s journey a grail quest, but it would not be

inappropriate to term Marlowts gradual illumination spiritual oi

religious. Religious imagery, in facto proliferates in the story,

Marlow, who in telli-ng h:is tale perfornrs a kind of religious instruct-

ion, sits on the yawl in ttthe pose of a Buddha preaching in European

clothes and without a lotus flowerrt (6), Much of the religious imagery,

it is true, has an irorric corunotation--the company employees, for i-nstance,

are referred to throughout as faithless pílgrims--but this does not so

much undercut the narrativers religious impact as indicate the inverted,

demonic aspect of the entiro Congo experi.once. Conrad was always acutely

aÌÍare of human limitati-ons, of the gross disparity botureen human aspira-

tions and achievements, and in ttHeart of Darknessrtr although working within

no systemati-c theological framework, Conrad paints a sensitive portrait

of idolatry, beginning r,rith the fatuous pilgrims, ldro bow down before

ivory, and culminating wÍth the extremist Kurl,z, who goes a step farther

and attempts unsuccessfully to make of himsel-f a god. Althoùgh Marlow

d.enies r:ndergoing initiation j-nto the |tmysteriestt (ó) (the very term has

a reli-gÍ-ous con:aotation) of the jungle, such details as his difficult
journey overland and the horrifying baptlsm of his foot in the blood of

7
the hehnsrnan, as more than one criti c has noted, signify the traditional

ord.eals of inj-tiation or rites of passage into religious mysteries.

The story is skilfuJ.ly structured or framed so as to gently guide

the reader into Marlowts narrative, to set its tone and. to indicate its
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universality. Marloi¿ reposes on the Ne]-l-ie with a few uninitiated

bastions of English rrcivilízation.tt The anon¡nnous narrator, in the

glow of a serene and pacific day, conjures up a sentimental picture of

the English explorers l¡ho Ín days gone by had sailed up the Thames,

trbearing the sword, and ofton tho t,orch, messengers of the might within

the land., bearers of a spark from a sacred firetr ()+). Marlow, however,

r^rith a clearer eye for essential h1story, jrxtaposes this picture with

the experience of the Roman plunderers who once broached the darlcness

of primitive Britain, thus providing, as Douglas Bror^r'n says, rra disconeert-
B

ing shift in the point of view.rr }¡larlor,¡rs incisive vision, which, his

disclaj-mer notwithstandi-ng, Í:nplicitly equates the Roman explorers with

those august personages plucked from Brit'ish history by the anonymous

nârrator, of rapacity and violence played out in a vile atmosphere

of death: 'rdeath skulking in tho air, in the water, in the bush. They

must have been dying like flies heren (6). Broinrn succinctly erpresses.

the overal-J- effect of the oponi-ng schene on the yarrl': trlde experience a

movement t'owards the dead of night, and tor',rards an indístj-nct region in

r,¡hich London--its lights brilliant on the water--and the Thames of now

and of earliest history, and the Congo river, become one; and the various
9

darkrresses merge.rl As Lawrence Graver points out, Marlow twice interrupts

hÍs narrati-ve and speaks disparagingly of his lÍsteners in order to make

them aware of ttthei-r own c-onrplicity with all the forces of destruction
10

d.escribed. in the story.rt . And when Marlow has concluded his ta1e, the

anonJrmous narratort s understandÍng of the truth at the heart of the past
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and the present appears to have altered radically: trThe offing was

barred by a black bank of clouds, and the tranquil watòrway leading to

the uttermost ends of the earth floi,,ied sombre under an overcast sky--seerned

to lead into the heart of an irn¡nense darlinesst¡ (19),

The ltarlol,l who sets out, from Brussels is, unlike KuvLz before his

corruption, no naive idealist; when Marlowrs aunt attempts to cast him in

the role of an omissary of civilizatj-on and progress, he gently reminds

her that the trading company is run for profit (12). Nevertheless, as I

observed in Chapter Two, lvlarLow is a humane person. Frederick Kar1, who

vielrs l{arl-ow as a kind of Ever¡rman, states: "firlhat he suffers and experiences
11

is analogous to what we as judicious democrats would feel.rr Thus even

Marlor,¡ is quite unprepared for the disparity between the lofty idealism

of the Belgian newspaper accounts of the Congo ex¡:eriment and the bare

actuali-ty which he perceives. ttHeart of Darknesstr is justly renowned as

a brilliant and merciless depiction of the base realities of inrperialism;

as such, the story has, as Guerard puts it, Itits i-mport'ant public side, as
L2

an angry docunent on absurd and brutal erçloitation.rt

The book, however, contai-ns a more d.isturbing and profound revelation.

It is,uilarl-or^lts sense of the significance of this barbarism t,hat is central

to the story, and what appalls Marlor^r is not meroly the fact of organized

robbery and violence, but the truth r¡hich it illuminates. trlleart of

Darknesstr illustrates, 1n a very direct sense, Daiches'' viernrpoint, quoted

in Chapter I, that in the modern novef moral and psychological problems

are best, explored in isol-ation from society, for in Africa the veil,
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constitu.ted by the social- institutions of Europe, whieh has previously

ser:red to obscure human nature, is lifted and the essentíal blacknoss of

manrs heart is disclosed to view. Marlowrs journey up the deadly, serpen*-

ti:re river is a journey back through tine to the priniti-ve origins of hunan-

ity. trl,'fe could have fancied ourselves the fj-rst of men taking possessi-on

of an accursed inherit,ancett (16), Marlow says. Such a journey, which

Marlowts auditors--each of r'¡hom is blinded by social institutions, rrmoored

with two good addresses, l-ike a hulk with two anchors, a butcher round one

corner, a policeman round anothertr (h8)--must strive to comprehend, is

possibl-e because, as Marlow says: rtThe nind of man is capable of anything-

because everything is in it, al-l the past as welJ. as all the future. I¡Jhat

was there after all? . . . --truth stripped of its cloak of ti-me" (Sl),

This tímeless truth, to which the benevolent humanitarian, Kurtz, succunbs

cornpletely, and of which Marlow is intensely aware on his solitary pursuit

of Kurtz through the jungle, when he mj-stakes the pounding of a native drum

with the beating of his heart (66), is the innate capacity of man to respond

to the savage call of bloodlust. The image of the pilgrinrs ttsquirting 1ead.

in the ai-r out of lrlinchesters held to the hiptr (66), which flashes through

Marlo¡ur s mind at the tirne, is not fortuitous, for the pervertod sexuality

iroplicit in the description indicates that atevÍstic savagery has a polrer-

ful, instinctual basis. Thus Marlow, who accepts Kurtz as his ttchoice of

nightmarestt (63), must acknowledge a trtrth which has resurfaced in the

twentieth century, with the collapse of rational hrrnanism, that evil resides

with-in himself and all men.
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As nent'ioned in the introduction to this chapt,er, Marlowt s revelat,ion

of eviL occurs in an atmosphere of increasing unreality. ïn the chaotic

and barbarous world of the Congo, in the face of a pervasive evi1, European

standards of conduct and value can neither provide life with noaning nor

order men, At the first company station artifacts of western culture, a

boiler and an upturned boxcar, l-ie ineffectually in the grass, indieating,

syr"nbolically, that the norms and val-ues of Europe no longer apply. A
I

horrified Marlowr who repeatedly declaims about the necessity of restraint,

exclaims at one point: rrPrinciples? Principles wonrt do. Acquisitions,

clothes, pretty rags--rags that would fly off at the first good shake" ß7).

A devotion to work, syrnbolized. by the rivets, the rivets which tt¡rere what

Mr. Kurtz wanted, if he had only }onor,¡"n ittr (Zg), secures llarlow with some

protection against his orr¡n d.ark pol+ers: rrYou r,rond.er I didntt go ashore for

a howl and a dance? . . . I had no tÍme. I had to mess about with i,¡hite-

lead and strips of woollen blanket helping to put bandages on those leaky

steampipes" (37). Work, however, mere rrsurface truth't (3?) performed in

the service of no ulti¡nate idea1, offers scant protection. Fred.erick Karl

states on the subject of restraint:

ft is an individual- matter, and evidently either
one has it or one doesnt t. It is not sole1y a
European quality by any means, since Kurtz, that
pan-European, lacks it, and the Congolese tribal-
natives have it. . . . ïet where does it come
from? Hor,r does one obtain it? Does tho lack
of it always brutalize? Neithor Marlow nor
Conrad knows the answers.l3

Karlr s speculations in this vein, which lead him

rrone of our archetypal existential literary documents

view the book

which all is

to

in
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contingencyrtt are discerning. However, tho figure of the Russian

sailor perhaps offers a partial insight into the foundations of restraint.

Although the harlequin, sedueed by Kurtzt s eloquence and blind to his

evi1, is not an ideal fi-gure, he provides a striking contrast with most

of the other European figures, and particularly with Kurtz; unlike Kurtz,

who seeks to possess and devour everything, the Russian, who perpetrates

no cruel-tios, wants ttnot,hing frorn an¡rlcod¡rtt (59). hlhether his selfless

attitude can be cultivatod by others or whether the Russian is just rftoo

much of a fool t,o go rurongtt (!O) are questions which cannot be answered.

However, there is at least anindication that an attitude of selflessness

is a concrete step on the road to resistance against evil.

The point which ¡nust be reiterated, howevero is that, bocause l{arl.ow

discerns no objective, universal standard of restraint, existence assumes

an unreal, mad. aspect in hi-s eyes. By means of poetic suggestion and

juntapositioning Conrad commr:nÍ.cates the nightmare-like sense of mean-

inglessness pervading l,Iarlowrs entire ex¡:erience. Indeed, Marlow begins

to encounter incongruity even before leaving Europe. trThe greai; man hin-

self. Ho was five feet 
"1*tt 

(10), Marlow says of the hoad of the trading

companyo fn the Congo, where life is cheap, t"lhere mant s mortality cannot

be conveniently ignored, the fact of physica] death looms before Marlow as

the crownj-ng absurdity, trdhen doscribing his approach to the AfrÍcan contin-

ent, l{arloir jrrl(taposes an aceount of the natives, bursting with musicr energy

and life, l¡ho moment,arily re-establish his contact with an already precarious

reality, rra world of straight-forr^rard. factstt (fh), r,¡ith the memory of a
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French man-of-!üar shelling the bush:

fn the eropty immensity of earth, sky, and water,
there she was, incomprehensible, firing into a
continent. Pop, r¡ould go one of the six-inch
guns; a small flame would dart and vanish, a
little r'¡hite srnoke would disappear, a tiny
projectile would give a feeble screech--
and nothing happened. Nothing could happen.
There was a touch of insanity in the pro-
ceeding, a sonse of lugubrious drolIery in
the sight (il+).

Significantly, the French sailors are dying of fever at the rate of three

a day (fh), The details of description of the first company station and

of Marlow¡ s trek into the interior--the purposeless man-made hole suggestive

of the abyss (fZ), the grove of dying natives into whi-ch Marlow stumblos

(fZ), the drunlcen keeper of the road and the sole manifestation of his

labour, the corpse of a murdered native (20)--aff heighten thj-s terrlfying

sense of a world turrred upside down, a world leading brutally and inexorably

torvard a final nothingness"

It would be profitless t,o catalogue all of the numerous examples

in the book of scenes and images suggestive of hunan action as absurdity;

it is important to realize, however, that these lud.icrous and brutal events

are outward manifestations of a transformation of MarlolÍr s consciousness

and. personal identity. In order to fully comprehend. this procoss, however,

it is nocessary to scrutinizo the nature of the men Marlow encounters. I

have already indicated that what Marlow first sees in his fellow men and Ín

himself, and what causes tho alteration in the way he sees the world around

'him, ís the presence of evil. Hor,'lever, the gravest threat posed by evil

is not that it brutalizes the weak or thrdatens civilization but that it
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nogatos life itself. Colin I,,tilson, r^riting on the outsider i-n modern

life and letters, a category into which the Marlow who has experienced

Africa would. fit as snugly as any figure in modern literature, olaborates

on thi-s i-dea:

lühat is the l¡ors'b you can be saved from? . .
We have mentioned some appaLling examples:
Hi-roshima, the Armenian Massacre--and there
are pages in The $even Pillars of lrË-sdom that
are terrible en ve person
off his dinner. But after all,
ultimate forrns of evil; they are
quite familiar in history.
aoooaaaaaaaaoaaoaaaaaao,

It is when we consider the ttvastationstl of
the Jameses, father and son, that we come
closer to the problem of real evil. This evil
comes noarer home; it att,acks tþe rnind, not
the body. . r . Hj-tLer r,¡ould be as defenseless
agai-nst it as the Jews of the r¡Iarsaw Ghetto.
ïn such an appalling light, men are no longer
real beings; they aro reduced to a common
Ievel of unreality:15

All of the company employees are, in fact, portrayed by Marlow, by

means of metaphors of emptiness, as lacking any essential reality. For

instance, the chief accountant of the first company station, whorn Marlow

respects because his devotion to European standards of appearance and

vfork constitutes a kind. of restraint,, is nonet,heless tra haj-rdressert s

durrunytt (fB) wiro exhibits eallousness to human suffering. The manager

lforiginated nothing, he could keep the routine going--thatrs all. But

he was great. He was great by this l-ittle thing that it was impossible

to tell what could control such a man. He never gave that secret awayo

Perhaps there was nothj-ng within himrr (ZZ). The brickmaker, who, in

accordance with the irrationality of the Congo wor1d, makes no bricks,

they are not
oId stuff,

is a ttpapier-maché Mephístophelesrt (257, with ltnothing inside him but,
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a l-itile loose dirt, maybett (26¡, The company nen, horíover, are sleep-

walkers, unconscious of the fact that their existence, like their virtue,

ís merely a flabby pretence; they naintain appearances, unar{are that they

are empty withi-n.

Jerome Thale states¡

ïn the company-men evil is a privation, not of
goodness but, of exístence. Marlow conderns them
on ontological as much as moral grounds. . o .
Kurl,z has made the journey to the depths of
self, he has responded to the fascinating and
terrible appeal of existence. His choice is fob
evi1, but it is a human choice--and it is to this
hurnanity that Marlow turns with_positive relief,
even thäugh Ít is a nightmare.l6

Thale, although astute in his assessment

nÉstaken about Kurtz, for Kurtz, perhaps

the pilgrims, is surely

a greater extent than any

of

to

figure in the book, i-s al-ienated from his or¡m humanity. Like many Conradian

villains, he is physically frail and spectre-litte, Itan ani¡nated í:nage of

death carved out of ol-d ivorytt (60). And Kurtzr like the pilgrims, is spirit-
ua1ly dead, rrhollow at the coretr (59). Thale recognizes that Kurtzts ex-

altation of himself, his complete egocentricity, is an ultimate fozm of
T7

idolatry, but Thale, r.rnJ.ike Marlow, is not aware that, as a consequence

of this attempt at self-deification, Kurtz is utterly cut off frorn existence:

rfHe had kicked himself loose of the earth. Confor:nd the nant he had kicked

the very earth to pieces. He was alone, and I before him did not know whether

T stood on the ground or floated in the airrt (67).

Kvrtz, from Marlowrs perspective, is, of course, distinct from the

pilgrims in an extremely important sense. Kurtz, rather than the pilgrims,

becomes Marlowts rtchoice of nightmaresrr (63) for the sane reason that in
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Lord Jin Marlow 1s shaken by Ji:nr s crime but unmoved by the cowardice

of the German skipper and the other P1tna officers z l{urt'2, like Jimr is
1B

rrone of us.rt I¡lhereas the philanthropic pose of the pilgrims is the

barest sort of faeade errected in a futile attempt to mask greedr the

idealism of Kurtz i.s no pretense. And, at t'he very outset of the storyt

Marlow says of colonialism: rWhat redeems it is the idea on1y. An idea

at the back of it; not a sentimental pretense but an idea; and an unselfish

belief in tho idea--something you can set up, and bolv dor,nr before, and offer

a sacrifice tort (?). Kirtz, i-n fact, as critics have frequently noted, Ís

plainly intended to be a symbolíc figure, the very embodiment of the highest

values of western civilízation¡ as Marlow phrases i-t, trAJ-l Europe contributed

to t¡e making of Kurtzrr (50). Kurtz is a ttuniversal geniuslt (Z¡), a veritable

renaissance man, painter, poet, musician, orator, and philosopher. Kúrtz ís,

as the briclanakor--,¡fho calLs Kurtz, with unintentional irony, rran emissary

of pity, and science, and progress, and the deviL l:rows what else' (25)--

attests, a raiional humanist who believes in the soci-al porfectibility of

nrân. Thus Kurtzrs utter failure to carcy out his original intentions, his

discovery of the irrati-onal- lrithin himself and reversion to savagery, is

an unequivocaf deniaf of mants esssntial nobility or rationality. His

co11apse, erystallized in the brutal appendage to his eloquent pamphlet

concerning the transmission of European values to the Africans, points,

symbolical1y, to the failure of the best in the cr¡Itural tradition of

western civilization to i-mprove or elevate man.

Hor,fever, as mentioned prevÍously, the Ímplications of the story

wit,h regard to mode¡n civilization, distressful though they may ber are
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less central and important, than the personal impact of Kurtz upon Marlow.

Now we are in a position to full-y comprehend the course of Marl-owrs trans-

fornration in consciousness. It is skilfully adumbrated by Conrad even

before l{arlow sot,s out to Africa, for the violent fate of }larlowrs predecessor,

Fresfeven, that rrgentlest, quietest creature that ever walked on two legsrt (9),

irnplies the radical changes whi-ch take place within the individual in Africa.

As Brown says, r¡ït is another filament in the web; l4arlow discerns hinself
19

in his predecessor; their roles are the same.rr Marlowts visit to the con-

pany doctor, who flatly states that in the Congo ttthe changes take place in-

side'r (ff), brings the question of personatr identity out into the open.

rrtBver any madness in your famil¡4ttt (ff) tne doctor asks a disquieted Marlow.

In Africa, liarloi,r discovers--as he implies in his pregnant reflections about,

his dialogue with the brickmaker--that he is quite alone, that he cannot look

beyond hj:nself for hope or salvation: rrtYes--I 1et him run onrr Marlor,¡ began

again, rand think what he pleased about the powers that were behind men I

didt And there was nothing behind rûer rrt (ZB¡. And, on hi-s voyage up the

Congo, as I have mentioned, Marlow diseovers that he himself is not stable,

that, there is within himself a response to 'r,he savage call of the r,rilderness,

and he admits that he cannot evade a "choice of niglrbmæesrt (61). His sense

of the reality of existence gradually disintegrates; a radical- alteration

of identity is indeed taking p1ace.

The penultimate rnoment for Marlow coincides with his discovery that

Kurtz has slipped away from the steamer:

rfï think I would have raisod an outcry if I
had believed rny eyes. But I didnrt believe
them at first--the thing seomed so impossible.
the fact i-s, ï was completely unnerved by a
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sheer blank fright, pure abstract t,error,
unconnected with any distinet shape of
physical danger. What made this emotion so
ovel?orìtoring was-how shalL I define it?--
the moral shock ï received, as if something
altogether monstrous, intolerable to thought
and odi-ous to the sou1, had been thrust
upon me unexpeclsdlyrt (65).

The ttmoral shockrt absorbed by Marlow is hi.s recognition that not, only

has hj-s stable world been knocked awry, not only have people begun t,o

assurne an aspect of unreality, but that he himself, in a very important,

sense, doos not exist; as A. J. Guerard contends, Kurtz, at that moment,

is Marlowrs double and alter ego, and, since Kurtz has vanished, Marlow
20

realizes that rta part of hjmself has vanished.rr Marlowrs quest has

been, in a great measure, a search for the ground. or source of his own

existence, and he finally perceives that he himself is an enpty, hollow

mâno At this point Marlowr s ordeal is not yet over, for he still- must

pursue Kurtz and |tdeal with this shador'ir alone (66). The physical join-

ing of the two, as l{arlow supports Kurtz on their way back to the steamboat,

feeling the weight of half a ton on his back (68), is entblematic of their

psychi-c bond. the design of the novellats vision necessitates that Marlor,¡

must experience a vivid intimation of Kurtzts death, and hence Marlow

nearly di-es hinrself. Kurtz, at the point of death, renders his verdict,

rrtThe horror! The horrorlttt (71), but Marlow says of his own brush with

death: trÏ was within a hairr s-breadth of the last opportunity for pronounce-

ment, and. I found with huniliatj-on that I would have nothing to sayrt (72).

Horrever, Marlow is now linked in his or'¡n nind i^rith Kurtz to such an extent

that it i-s Kurtzts death he has seemed to live through (72).
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The meaning of Kurtzrs last words is a point of unending critical
debate. Marlor,¡ clearly belj-eves that the statement constitutes a judge-

ment by Kurtz against the evil of his or,nr 1ife, a kind of death-bed

ropentance: ¡tÏt was an affirmation, a moraf victory paid for by innumer-

able defeats, by abominable terrors, by abornlnable satisfacti-ons. But it
was a victoryltt (lZ). However, several critics believe that ConraC, mai-n-

t'aining an ironic distance from Marlow, intends the reader to interpret

Kurtzrs words differently; Kar1, for example, contends t,hat Kurtzts cry
2L

might be Ievelled at na fate which frustrates his plansrrr whereas
22

!tr. Y. Tinda1l, tn¡ho offers a number of possible interpretations, beli-eves

that Kurtzrs pronouncement ís completely ambiguous. Hol,rever, f see no

reason to challange l'{arlowts interpretation of Kurtzrs words, particularly

in light of the fact that in trHeart of Darknesstr Marlowt s iinpressions,

the inferences he draws from the events he witnesses, are the only source

of meaning available to the reader. Kurtzrs cry, if interpreted as a

-, who tthadnoral victory, implies that Kurtz, who had been totally isolated

kicked himself loose of the earthtt (67), has, at the 1ast, discovered an

objective standard of goodness; it implies, since evil- has been delineated

as a life-negating force, the finãl attainment of wholeness and integrity

as a human being, the passage from a death-in-life to a life-in-death.

The true significance of such a victory resi-des in the fact that it is an

indication to Marlow that his or,¡n life might not Lack a final meaning and

significarlcso Marlor,rr however, admits that he has experienced only a brief

intinution, not a certain knowledge, of Kurtzrs affirmation:

True, he had nade that, last stride, he had steppecl
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over the edge, while I had been permitted to
draw back my hesitat,ing foot. And perhaps in
this is the whole difference; perhaps all the
wisdom, and all truth, and all sincerity, arejust cornpressed into that inappreciable
moment of ti-me in which we step over the
threshold of the invisible (72).

At best, then, Marlowr s affirmation is rather ambi-guous and nebulous, a

flicker of light in a pervasive darkness.

An interpretation of Marlol¡rs 1ie to Kurtzrs Intended, who is obviously

meant to be synrbolj-c of Kurtzt s naive but lofty ideals, is crucial- to an

int'erpretation of trHeart of Darknesstt as a whole, for l{arlow clearly views

it as the analogue to death: rrrhere is a taint of death, a flavour of

mortality in lies--which is exactl-y what ï hate and detest in the world--

what I want to forget. ft makes me rniserable and sick, líke biting sonething

rotten r'¡ould dorr (27). Is Marlow¡s 1ie, like Kurtzts death, in any sense

a victory? fs it a final pronouncenent of life or death? This is even a

more controversial critical subject than Kurtzt s final judgement of his

own lífe. Thomas Moser, for instance, views the 1ie as a final acceptance

by MarJ,ow of death: rtTo accept Kurtzrs pronouncement, ttÎhe horrorrrr means
23

accepting damnation; Marlowrs sin, the lie, serves to confirm this.tt

Kenneth A. Bruffee, on tho ot'her hand, echoing Robert Penn Warrents concept
2\

of Conradr s motif of the t,rue 1ie, states:

Marlow has discovered, then, a larger standard of
truth, a standard according to r'¡hich the 1ie, the
ethically repulsive, di-shonorable act, turns out
to be a kind of honorable restraint. By Iying, he
affirns the artificiality of restraint at the sarne
tj.me as he affirns the necessity of restraint in
¡raj-nt,aining the part of civilization worth saving.
Unl-ike Kurlz, whose mission fails as his excessive
aspi-ration faiIs, Marlow, by not denying that both
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the light and the dark exist, but, by affirming
that they rnust be carefully distinguished,
represents his, the girlrs, and all societyrs only
sa1vation.25

Tho question of the lie, I think, hinges mainly on whether, in fact,

the light and the dark, as Bruffoe says, do both exj-st. Is there a life--

a reaf l-ife and not an illusion--that can be opposed to the death Marlorr¡

sees and depicts with such lucidity? The circumstances of Kurtzt s death,

as ï have indicated, do not completely negate such a possibility. However,
26

as Tindall cont,ends, the imagery of darkr¡ess and light in the book seems

to be hopelessly confused; both images of darkness, which naturally suggest

death, and of light, or more often of whiteness, which ought to connote

1ife, are associated with a strain of mortuary imagery which ru.ns through-

out the story, beginning with Marlowrs reference to Brussels as a rrwhj-ted

sepulchrett (9). The image, of course, Í-s drawn from Christts injunction

against the Pharisees, which equates, as does t,he previously quoted state-

ment by Marlow, hypocri-cy and death. Linked to the Biblical- allusion in

the metaphori-cal network is the ivory, whieh, like the content,s of the

sepulchre, is white, dead bone;.it is al-so syrnboli-c of death, of the spirit-

ual death inheront in materialism--of which, like the sil-ver ir No"tro*o,

it is emblernatic--and of the vacuousness of Kurtz, whose bald hoad is like
tran ivory bal-ltt (l+9). And the accountant, that hoIIow tthairdresserts durnrnyrrr

is, significantly, attired all in white. Moser, who discerns the unploasant

connotations of whi-teness in the story, believes that darkness itseems to
27

mean truth and vital-i-ty.rt However, with the exception of the vitaI, dark

skinned nativos to whom T all-uded previously, darkness seems also to stand
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for death. Black is the colour of the r'¡oo1 knitted rras for a warm

pal}r (ff) ¡y the o1d women in Brussels, who seem at one point to Marlow

to bo orclaining his experience of naaninglessness (66). And., after Kurtzrs

death, Marlow remains in the cabin because rrThere Ïtas a lamp in there--

light, donrt you know--and outside it was so beastly, beastly darktt (7f¡.

The mortuary motif is al-so evident in iriarlowr s description of his visit

to Kurtzts Intended, suggesting that the lie does, in fact, connote death.

The deathly spirit of the Congo seems to Marlow to accornpany him int,o her

house (75). Dusk is falling and the room is sombre. Marlow says: ttÎhe ta1l

narble fireplace had a cold and momumental whiteness. A grand piano stood

massively in the corneri with dark gleams on the flat surfaces like a sornbre

and polished sarcophagustt (75). Kurtzts fiancee is dressed in mourning

black; the glowing whiteness of her forohead, it is true, is the trlight of

belief and lover QA|, but, Plarlow, significantly, identifies these qualities

as illusions (7?). Perhaps Marlowrs Lie is, in some mysterious sense, the

truth, but it does not constitute, as Bruffee would have it, a cfear

distinction between the light and the dark; death afone is incontestably

real. Tindall, perhaps, states the final position of Marlow, and of Conrad,

most succinctly: tUarlow shares with his creator the all but existentialist

conviction that however meaningless and hopeless things are, Tde must cherish

ideals and by their aid change necessary defeat into a kind of futile
28

victory. rl

ttHeart of Darknessrtr then, is by any account a cheerless and fore-

boding work of literature. Conrad, employing all the artistic techniques
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at his command, succeeded, as he had hoped, in imparting to the story

ffa sinister resonance, a tonality of íts ownrt (tçø), which trwould hang

i-n the air and dwel-l on the ear after the last note had been strucktt (156).

In Nostromo, the novel whi-ch I will consider in the foll-owing chapter, the

i-ncipient political and social issues of ttHeart of Darknessil come to fru-

i-tion. Although rnany of the pressing concerns raised by Conrad in rrHeart of

Darknessrr--most notably t'he problems of human evil and t,he confusi-on of

the sacred and the profane--ar€ in evidence j-n Nostromo, Conraclt s scope

now broadens to take in the entire fabric of society; the central focus

becomes predominantly social and historical rather than personal, and

this transformation corresponds to a shift in narrative technique.
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For decades readers r,¡ith suffícient perseverance t'o get through

Nostromo have marvelled at Conradt s abilíty to capture the spirit of a

continent he had visited only briefly and to portray it so vividly and

in sueh epic proportions. SS!ry marks a distinct transition in Conradrs

art, a fact to which he himself attests in the ttPrefacerr to the novel when
1

he alludes to tra subtle change i-n the nature of inspiration,rr The essence

of this transformation, I think, is a shift in imaginative focus frorn the

individual to society at large. In Nostrollc, unlike in|tHeart of Darlanessrt

and Lord Jlm, most of the significant action transpires r,rithin civilization.

Conrad was always--ovon in the two aforementj-oned works, in which the

protagonists are distanced in space from their societies of origin--interested

in social processes, in the Significance of manr s behaviour in relation to

the whole of society. However, nor,¡here else but in Nostromo did Conrad create

a mythical country and evolve its history. The novelrs central characters

are vividly realized, and their actions and atüitudes betray typically.

Conradian preoccupations, particularly the characteristic quest for truth;

ind.eed, F. R. Leavis identifies the novelrs informing prínciple as the question:

rfwhat do men find to live $--what kinds of moti-ve force or radical attitude
2

can give life meaning, direction, coherence?rt

I{owever, finally, the lives of the central charaeters are subordinate

to the larger act,ion; as.Avrom Fleishman states: trMen of varj-ed classes and

nationaliti-es are shown caught up in a situation that their acts transform

5z
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into hi-story, that gives

in fiction--that' is seen

shape to their lives, and--r¡hat is rarer stil-]
3

to continue beyond them.rr ft can be mai-ntained

that Nqst¡qnq comprÍses a universal- vision of hr-istory, for, although the

story is specífica1ly South American, Costaguanat s Occidental province is

a cosmopolitan land; Conrad deliberately ensures that all of Europe and

America go into the making of its history. The portion of Costaguanar s

hístory portrayed in Nostromo ís bleak; the novel, in essence, describes

the substitution of an inhuman tyrant, the rrmaterial interestsrr s¡rmbolized

by the San Tome silver mi-ne, for human tyrants. However, Conradr s vision

of the historical process transcends both t,he novelts dramatized events and

the specific issues of Conradts day, such as capitalism and. sociafism. It

is a profor:ndly pessinistic visioni man must participate in society, for he

can onl.y hope to realize hj-s hunranity as an actor amongst other men, but,

socioty can never function on a moral basis; attempts t'o cure social iIlst

to eroct a just and free society based on human values, will always bo futile¡

hibtory itself rnrill never make sense.

Since Í-ts prime focus is the rr¡hole fabric of society, Iggl,rgr
necessarily, marks in one respect a shift in narrative technique from

that of trHeart of Darknessrr and Lord Jj-m. The use of a dranatized narrator,

Marlow, who is free to range at wíll back and forth through his memory in

order to depict events of primarily an individual, personal significance,

givos way, for rnost of N5!g, to an undramatized narrator who is at

liborby to move back and forth through a countryr s history and who can

narroll or broaden his scope to disclose small pictures of private life or

a panoramic view of society at large. 0n1y briefly does Conrad use drama-
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tízed narrators, Decoud and Mitche11, who are caught up in the action.

As A. J. Guerard observes, Nostromo is, in some respects, less a modern

novel than Lord Jim: rrln the broadth of its canvas and in the nature of

its preoccupations Nostromo is much closer than Lord Jim to t'he rrlneteenth-
l+

century realistic novel and to the Edwardian double-decker study of society.tt

Indeed, at rare times Nostromots authorial voice intrudes into the action, as

in a Victorian novel, in order to direct the readerr s response; for example,

in his description of Decoudt s l-ife-style in Paris, Conrad utilizes a method

which proponents of moderrr dramatic realism would characterize as telling as

opposed to showing:

Thls l-ife, whose dreary superficiality j.s covered
by the glitter of universal blague, like the st'upid
cloming of a harlequin by the spangles of a motley
costume, induced in hirn a Frenchified--but most un-
French--cosnopolitanism, in reality a mere barren
indifferentism posing 

"Á 
irrtetlectlal superiorj-ty (f5z).

But more often, as lre sha11 soe, Conradi s methods are more subtle and

sophÍ-sticated; in faci, there are marked similarities between the narrative

techniques of Ugg!¡omo on the ono hand and ItHeart of Darknessrr and Lord Jim

on the other hand; all- three works feature Conradt s characteristic impression-

ism, the sudden shifts in chronology, the delicate rendering of scene and

event, the creation of symbolic imagery, the startling juxtapositions which

elucidate theme and character.

The Occidental province is transformed within the space of the nove1,

through violent revolution, from an isolated province of a baclcr¿ard cor:ntry

ruled by mindless, rapacious dictators into a modern, industrial state based

on a capitalistic ecomomy and a parliamentary system of government. Conrad,

with a stroke of brilliance, rejects a man¡elous opportr:nity to indulge in
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the kind of action-fiIIed melodrama favored by writers of bestsellers and

declines to dramatize tho last minute heroics of the revolution directly;

Conrad.rs omission has a thematíc significance, for, as the novel to this

point has made clear, the revolution, which results in the firrn entrenchment

of the foreign and domestic capitalists, is no facile victory for the forces

of order and. progress. Hence, our first view of the new state--the cheerful

eulogy delÍvered by the urrperceptive Captain Mitche11, a character reminisc-

ent in many respects of MacWirr in 'rTyphoonrr--is palpably and deliberately
5

ironic; it is, as Robert Penn lfarren says, rtthe rofficíaf vieTnlr.rr In fact,

as Conrad has been at pains to foreshadow, the material interests will

evontually become a devastating force of oppression rather than a li-berating

force. The reade r realizes that the people are facing a nehl kind of bond-

age and that the revol-ution has been ineffectual. In Chapter Eleven of

rrThe Lighthouserrt Dr. Monygham explicitly states what has been implicit all

along:

There is no peace and no rest j-n the development
of material interests. They have their latr, and
their justice. But it is founded on e4pediency
and is inhuman; it is without rectitude, without
continuity and the force that can be found only in
a moraf principle. Mrs. Gould, the time approaches
when all that' the Gould Concession stands for shaLl
weigh as heavily upon the people as the barbarism,
cruetty and misiule of a few years ¡act< (5U).

Monygharnt s distinction between materialisnr and a ttmoral- prfnciplerr

broaches a subject which is of crucial importance in Nostromo and which Ï

discussed in Chapter Threo in conjunction rnrith r¡Heart of Darkness?'r: the

whole question of the sign:ificance and ultimate validity of manrs capacity
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for erecting i.deals. Itr Eostrooro, however, unlike in ttHeart of Darknessrr

and@,whicharebothpersona1queststories,Conrad|scentra].

focus is idealism in relation to the fate of'human society at Iarge. Às
67

both F. R. Leavis and Robert Penn Warren have discerned, the novelrs

struct,ure, to a large degree, rests upon the concept of idealisrn; 'lrlarren

states: rtFirst Nostromo is a complex of personal st,ories, intimately

interfused, a chromatic scale of attitudes, a study in the definition and
B

necessi-ty of ttillusiontr as Conrad freighted that word.tr The personal

stories ramify and d.efine one another, and, fÍnall"v, assutTle a larger social

and hist,orical significance.

ldarren, whose penetrating analysis of idealism in Nostromo rests in

part upon an interpretation of Steinst s enigmatic thoughts about the
9

trdestructive elenentrt in BL Jinl, believes t'hat, for Conrad, man, a1-

though ilI-equipped to do so, must exist, within the confines of the dreant

i-nto .rlhich, according to Stein, he is born; l,rlarren is deservi-ng of being

quoted at' lenth:

But, why is the dream l-ike the sea, a rrdestructive
elemen'r,tt? Because man, in one sense, is purely
a creature of nature, an animal of black egotism
and savage impulses. I{e sirould, to follor'¡ the
netaphor, rr¡alk on the dry land of ltnaturer[ the
real naturalistic lvorld, and not be dropped into
the r,laters he is so ill-equipped to surt¡ive in.
Those men who take the purely nnatura}t view, r¡þ6

try to clumb out of the sea, who deny the dream
and manr s necossity to submit to the idea, to
create values that are, quite literalIy¡ rtsuper-
naturaltr and therefore humanr are destroyed by the
dream. . . . Their failure is t,he failure to
underst,and what is specifically human. . . . To
conclude the reading of the passage, manr as a

natural creature, is not born to sr¿im in the drean,
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!üith giils and fins, but if he submits in his om,t

i.nperfect, rrnaturallt l'ray he can learn to swirn and

keãp h5-rnself up, however painfully, in the destructive
element. To surrender to the incorrigible and
ironical- necessit¡¡ of the trideartt that is manrs
fate and his onlY triunPh.l0

As I suggested in my analysis of ttHeart of llark¡essrrrin which my jud'ge-

ment of Conradt s position on the whole matter of idea].ism $tas ].ess optint-

isti-c than l¡.Iarren¡s, the question of idealism is ultimately one of life

versus death; it is when Mar'l ow discovers that the highest values of western

cÍvilization are inadequate--that they are, in fact, illusions--that his

horrifying experience of nothingness and death occurs. It S5!ryr as

will be seen, it is not a manrs life but a society that hangs in the balance.

The principal idealists in the pubu-c sphere are, of course, the

Goulds and the Blanco politicians whom they support. Monygharnrs assertion

to the contrary, Charles Gouldr s material-ism is founded upon a moral principle;

like Kurtz, Gould does not, believe that social progress and naterialism are

mutually exclusive; he te1ls hr.is trife:

l¡ühat is wanted here is law, good faith, order,
security. Any one can declaim about these thingst
but I pi-n my faith to material interests. On1y

let the rnaterial j-nterests once get a firm footingt
and they are bound to i-mpose the conditj-ons on
t¡hich they alone can continue to exist'. Thatr s

how your money-making is justified hero in the
face of lawlessness and disorder. It is justified
because the security it denands must be shared
wj-th an oppressed people. A better iustice Ïril1
come afterwards. Thatts yoìlr ray of hope.[. . .

. trAnd who knows whethor in that sense even the San
Tome rnine may not become that little rift' in the
darkness (Sh).

The Ribierists, supported by the security Gouldr s wealth provides, hope t'o
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implement that ttbetter justicerr to l¡hich Gould refers through good govern-

ment; they believe in the efficacy of political institutions in establ-ish-

ing a better society. Don Jose, patriot and architect of the Ribiera regine,

is dedicated to political- rectitude, which he calls an irunortal doctrine

(f¡Z); Lopez is an ardent parliamentarian (Z¡e). The principal characters

behind the Ríbiera reforrn goverrment, with the exception of Decoud, are

moral iàealists who vividly contrast the old ord.er of public offi-eia1s, of

whor,r the only remotely honest person was, ironi-cally, a bribe t,aker (55).

Political idealism, however, is the most transparently i-neffectual of

alf the various brands of idealism.the novsl dramatizes. Conradts treat-

ment of Costaguanats politics reveals his fundanrental distrust of political

processes, his despair of governments ever functioning for the benefit of

the populace; the novel corroborates Ford Madox Fordrs testimony that Conrad

lrras rra st'udent, of politics, without' prescription, without dogma, and, as a
1l

Papist, r,rrith a profound disbelief in the perfectibility of human institutions.rl

Conradt s portrai-ts of tyrants are blatantly satirical, almost caricatures.

Montero is a bullyingr imbecilic, simian creature¡ his appearance has about it
ttthe oxaggeration of a cruol caricature, the fatuity of solomn masquerading,

the atroci-ous grotesqueness of some military idol of Aztec concepti-on and

European bedecking, awai-ting the honage of worshipperstr (lZZ). Soti-llo,

alrnost a conric figure, is characterized by cupidity, cowardice, and, genorally,

moral stupidity. As in |tHeart of Ðarknessrtt (Kurtz, we aro tol¿ (Zb), would

have succeeded. adnrirably as the leader of any radical political Parbf),

political discourse is revealed as empty rhetoric. The parrotls cry, rrrfiv¿
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Cost,aguana!rrt (BZ), as Guerard says, is a definitj-ve political image;

r¡parrots are very hu.nanrt (82)r the omniscient narrat,or informs us. Gould,

t,he man who has learned not to trust words, states: trThe words one knows

so well have a nightmarish meaning in this country. Libertyr democracy,

patriotisrn, goveïnment--al-1 of them have a flavour of fo11y and murderrt (hOB) 
"

Even the political theorists who genuinely desire the public good

receive i-ronic treatment. Lopez, for instance, in the crisis of the revolu-

tion, is cornpletely ineffectual; he is presented as a ridiculous figure; with

half his beard shot off he resembles two men, one noble and dignified and

t,he other frightened, in one person (Zilt-ã5), Ribiera hímself is rrobese

to the point of infirraity'r (119), and istrmore pathetic t,hen promisingrr (119).

poli.bical_ institutions, such as parliamentary democracy and constitutional

Iaw, produce neither a free nor a lawfu1 society. They are only fragile

abstractions, and in themselves are powerless. Their strengt'h arises from

something in man which can respond to them, something which the uneducated,

politically naive people of Costaguana lack. Their tenuous existence depends

solely on the Gould concession, which, as ríe shall- see, iron-ically servos

to thwart the freedom and justice lrhich Gould hopes it r"ñ11 promote" The

mine may indeed provide an envirorunent congenial to the political matura-

tion of t,he massesr one

The tragic i-ronY of the

which i,¡il_l foster the internalizal,íon of institutions.

mine ltill have become so

situation resides in the fact that by that time the

monolithíc and powerful as to viri;ual1y preclude

the possibility of the country benefiting from the enlightenment of its people.

Decoud, a key figure in the novel, provides throughout an ironie
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coilxnentary on politics and on moral idealism in general. Like Marloio in
rrHeart of Darknessrtt Decoud, whose insight into the exploitative nature

of the foreign forces of trprogressrr is acute, uses the past to interpret

the present:

rfNor but just imagine our forefathers in morions
and corslets drarrn up outside this gate, and a
band of adventurers just landed from their ships
in the harbour there. Thieves, of course.
Speculators, too. Thei-r expeditions, each one,
were the speculations of grave and reverend
persons in England. That 1s history, as that
absurd saj-lor Mitchell is always sayingrt (171+).

Decoud, versed in the roalities of Costaguanars politics, (fre i-s alrare

that Monterots attempted coup sÌrould have been antieipated, that Montero

should have been brÍbed (1S2)), i" und.er no illusions concerning his occupation

as political journalist: trsome reason, you understand, I mean some sense,

may creep into thinking; some glimpse of truth. I mean sorne effective truth,

for which there is no room in politics or journalismrr (I77). He is a faniliar
figure in modern literature, a sceptical intellectual, a scientific material-

ist ,¡ho disdains to invest, a world of ilconcrete factsrr (219) with ideal mean-

ing; he is the prototypal modern man whom I dj-scussed 1n Chap'ter One, the

man fortrwhom the narrolJness of every bel-ief is odiousrr (fB7), the man l¡ho

defines a conviction as: trA particular view of our personal advantage either

practical or emoti-onal-'r (189). His insight into human nrotivation is keen,

and thus he fuirctions as an effeetive counterpoise to the novelr s many ideal-

ists; for Decoud, Gouldrs faith in his mine and Holroydts Protestantisrn alike

are manifestations of rlthe sentimentalism of the people that will never do

anything for the sake of their passi-onate desire, unless it comes to them
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clothed in the fair robes of an ideatt (89).

Decoud, however, as his ul-timate fate reveals, does not provide

Ngstroryqt s definitive attitudes concerning idealism. Tn fact, Conrad,

from the first, dopicts Decoud as being self-deluded; Decoudts perspieac-

ity regarding the motives of others is accompanied by an lronícal laek of

knowledge about himself: trHe had. pushed. the habit of universal raillery to

a point where it blinded him to the genuine inipulses of his ornrn naturerr (153).

The inadequacy--betrayed by his suicide--of his so3.e sustaining faith, his

beLíef in the reality and stability of his own personal identity and of his

sensations, is a manifestation of a preoccupation, the mutability of personal-

ity, which runs like a current through literature from the Victorian era t,o

our orur day. Decoud al-so betrays Conradr s contradictory attitudes concern-

ing rati-onaI scepticism; on the one hand, as I indicated. in Chapter Two,

Conrad believed that scepticism r.,¡as j-nextricably linked with v:ision and

creativity; on t,he other hand, as he revealed in a letter to R. B. Cr:::ninghame

Grahamo he viewed reason as a destructive force:

0f course reason is hateful--but why? Because it
demonstrates (to those r¡ho have the courage) that
we, living, are out of l-ife--utterly out' of it.
The mysteries of a universe made of drops of fi-re
and clods of mud do not concern us in the least.
The fate of a humanity condemned ul-timately to
perish from cold is not worth troubli-ng about.l2

Thought, accorriing to Conrad, leads to spi-rÍ-tual isolation, to an inhuman

nihilisrn, and, fina11y, to a spiritual death pre-figuring a final nothing-

ness, whereas action, as Nostromols omníscient narrator intrudes to te1l us,

rris the enemy of thought and the friend of flattering illusions. 0n1y in

the conduct of our action can we find the sense of rnastery over the Fatestt (6ó).
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For Decoud, as for Kurtz inrrHeart of Darlanessrtt physicaL solitude i-s the

test of his human fi.bre, the condition inrposing an existential affirmation

or denial; Decoud, li-ke Kurtz, succi¡¡nbs:

Solitude from mere outward condition of existence
becomes very swiftly a state of soul in whích ühe
affectations of irony and scepticism have no p1ace"
ït takes possession of the mind, and drives
forbh the thought into the exile of utter unbelief.
After three days of waitíng for the sight of
some hunan face, Decoud caught himself entertaining
a doubt of his o¡n: individuality (l+gl).

Decoudts suicide, thenrdireetly attributed to a want of faith in

something beyond. himself (l+g8), to an unsuccessful attempt, to use Trtlarrenrs

words, rrto climb out of the searrt would seem to imply that, according to

Conrad, man must create ideals. However, as Guerard. (who asserts that Conradts

repudiation of Decoud does not necessarily constitute a repudiation of
13

sceptícism ) notes, Nostromo |twas written by an even more skeptical..,Decoud

who recognized, to be sure, the inrnobilizing dangers of skepticj-sm.tt More-
L5

over, as Guerard agai-n observes, it would be absurd to state that all ideas

are equally acceptable to Conrad. Holroydrs perverted form of Christianity,

in whj-ch God occupies the posi-tion of a business partner who gets a share of

the profits, is obviously not as palatabl-e as Vj-olar s idoal of liberty or

Monyghamr s j-deal conception of his ovnr disgrace, whi-ch is at least |tthe

imagìnative exaggeration of a correct feelingrt (375). It is d.ifficult,

though, to determine wj-th precision what constitutes, within the eontext of

the novel, a good ideal, but it would seem that it, must spring from love of

hurnanity and be grounded in life as it is lived concretely, from day to day.

Conrad, howevor, is perfectly lucid about tho fact that nanrs attempts
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to real-ize his ideals, however worthy they rnay be, for the benefit of

society at large are ulti¡nately doomed to failure. Nostromo ís pri-marily

a fictional test of the proposition that society can be bettered through

materialisnr; Charles Gou1dt s idealization of the mine, that central synbol

of materialism, sets i-n motion the transformatj-on of Costaguana and envelops

within i-ts dorn:ininion the various ideals of the other characters, rdho, at

one time or another, become actors in the historical drama. The Goulds maÌ<e the

idea of redeeming the rnine, of transforming it into an agent of social and moral

reform, the point on which theÍÈ aspi-rations in life and their love for each

other rest (?h). In the mi-nets early days their expectations are, to an

extent, fulfilled. Their marri-age is successful and the nrine becomes tra

rallying point for ever¡rthing in the provi-nce that needed order and stabil-

ity to livett (ffO). A man wearing the mine colours:

was someholr very seldom beaten to within an inch
of his life on a charge of disrospect to the toi¡rn
police; neither ran he much risk of bei-ng
suddenly lassoed on the road by a recruiting
party of lanceros--â nethod of voluntary
enlistment looked upon as almost 1egaI in the
Republic (91).

However, gradually the n:-ine assumes an independent, existence, plotting

its own course of action based upon its own la¡vs which are, of courser in-

human. Even in the rninels early st,ages of development,, when Don Pepe is

able to recogni-ze the miners indívidually, the miners are housed in anonymous

vill-ages; and even Don Pepe cannot distinguish the children (102), which is

a portent of the depersonalizatj-on the populace ioill r:ndergo in the narne

of progress or efficiency, for in this novel the children are syrnbolic of

the future. This dobasi-ng, d.e-hu¡nanizing feature of modern industrial society--
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which in our ol,rn day has become the object of complaints so farniliar as

to be rendered trite--i-s anti-ci-pated to a degree by the perceptive

Mrs. Gould: rrrThe future neans change--an utter change. And yet even here

there are simple and picturesque things that one iroulcl like to preserverrr (feO).

In a triumph of symbolic imagery, Conrad captures the organie, malign growth

of the di-sease of materialism; indeed, Decoudt s journali-stic epithet for

I{ontero, rrrcrant Bestiat ttt (191), is more readi-ly applicable to the burgeon-

ing |tmat,erial interestsrrrfor the nj-ne is rendered in tems which suggest

a feroeious, insatiable beast; it roars and growls (fO5), threatening to

devour everything just as ít is said to rrshrallowtr (fOO) the miners. The

locomotive, another symbol of materialism, is also presented so as to

suggest a living, demented intelligence; it shrieks and screams hysterically,

in rfwarlike triumph'r (172).

Fi-nally, after the revolution which successfully establishes the ordered

capitalistic society Gould originally envisioned, the workers adulation for

him turns to hate, although, as the member of Hernandezt s band affirns 357),

Gould has always been a just, humane employer. rrDo you think that nor¡ the

mine would march upon the town to save their Senor Administrator? Do you

think ihat?rt (511), Dr. lrlonygham asks Mrs. Gould neav the novelts end, with

another revolution clear1¡z in the offing. ïronicaLly, Gould, the effectual

king of Sulaco, like the equestrian statue of Ed-¿ard ïV r'rith ¡¡hich he is

associated (l+B), becomes an anachron-ism to be removed (l+S1-l+S2). Lee M.

Vtrhitehead, in an article called ilThe Tragic tldearrrrcontends that Conradrs

conception of the social process is essentially tragic because peoplet s

lives are spent in the pursui-t of social i-deals wir-ich must, necessarily be
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16
destroyed even as they are realized. As l{rs. Gou-Id knows fina1ly, wj-th

the wi-sdon born of bitter experience r trThere r^ras sornething inherent in
the necessities of successful action which carried with it the moral_ d_e-

gradation of the i-deatr (ízt¡. Referring to charles Gouldrs idea,

iüritehead statess,

Yet, when il 1r trproducedrrt when it is finally
realized, it has already compelled into
existence an opposing Í_dea, the pursuit of
whÍch will give meaning to the life of the
little photographer and his kind. These
ideas are antagonistic, they threaten to t,ear
one another apart, but by their capacity to
draw men j-nto the social process and- thus into
the realization of thenselves, they have per_
formed a service to 1ife.17

Although Vlhiteheadf s insight, that the realization of a social j-d.eal

necessaril-y spar,ns an antagonistic ideal, seems significant in light of

the novelrs course of events, it i-s difficult to see how Goulclrs pursui-t

of the ideal leads to the realization of his potential- as a human being,

for he is swallowed by the mine as surely as society is. One can say un-

equivocally that Gouldts idealisrn is as personally destructive as Decoudrs

want of faith in anybhing beyond hirnsolf. Gould becomes, rre are toLd in
an authorial int'rusion, a mono-naniac: trCharles Gould.ts fits of abstraction

d.epicted -r,he energetic concentration of a will haunted by a fixed idea. A

man haunted by a fixed idea is insane. He is dangerous even if that idea

is an idea of justice; for may he not bring the heaven dor,rn pitilessly
upon a loved head?rt (llg). The miners influence on his marri-age is in-
si-dious, a fact which indicates that, since marri-age is traditionally
emblematic of regeneration and Iife, Gouldts ideal is deathly; s1owly and

imperceptibly the ni-ne becomes a kind of barren surrogate wife, supplanting
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Emilia, who shrinks in horror, Moreover, t,he very idea of justi-ce

Gould associates T/rith the ¡nine becomes twisted to the point where he

is prepared to destroy the mine rather than surrend.er it. Like Monygham,

when he becomes caught up 1n the business of saving the silver from Sotillo,

Gould becomes a menace, both to himself and to others.

Rather, it ís Enrilia Gou1d, of all the characters, r'rho most ful1y

realizes her own humanity, although she originally shares Gouldr s faith

in materi-alism and is also victimized by it. Unlike her husband, however,

she learns from experience not t,o confuse U-fers material and in¡naterial

sides, and the reader suspocts that, along r.rith Decoud and Monyghan, the

two sceptical voices in the novel, she sornetimes e]ípresses Conradrs

attitudes. T¡Iarren, in hi.s fi.ne essay, states: ttOver against the abstract'-

ions, she sets up the human community, the sense of human solidarity in^
1B

understanding and warmth and kindness outsi-de the historical process.rr

She is responsible for the re-entry into the human corununity, such as it

is, of the embittered Dr. Monygham, the man ].ike Jim rnrho has violated a

stern code of conduct. She is ths benefactress of Vio1a, the unwavering

advocate of li-berty. Her human qualitios inspire Nostromor s death-bed

confession. It is she who defines how life should be lived, how the

historical process itsolf should evofve: ¡tIt had corne j-nto her mind that

for l-ife to be large and fu11, it must contain the care of the past and

of the future in every passing moment of the present. Our daily work

must be done to the glory of the dead, and for the good of those r'rho come

aftertt (5ZO-íZL). It is instructive to note that her sma11 society fu1-

fil1s her own prescription; we are told that she establishes a hospital to
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care for the sick and the aged, representatives of the past, and a school

for children, representative, of course, of the future (1S9). Conversely,

her husband. betrays the past in disobeying his fatherrs wish and, in

fatheri-ng the modern oppressions prophesied by Monygham, he also betrays

the future. It is symbolic of his lack of foresight that for years he

is oblivious to the presence of children living in his or¡n home (383).

However, to reiterate what Warren emphasizes, Mrs. Gouldr s commuirity is

outside the historical process. 0r, perhaps more accurately, it is im-

pri-soned within the movement of history, just as Mrs. Gould is said to be

a lonely prisoner of Itthe Treasure House of the Worldtt (5ZZ); it is a

smal.l success with-in a great failure. And, iust as the days of Gouldts

capj-talistic society are nr:rnbered, so too are the days of Emilia Gou1df s

human community nunrbered; the couplet s childless state is the srlrnbolic

prophesy that what they represent, is transitory,

In a letter to Ernst Bendz, Conrad wrotes

I r'¡iII take the liberty to point' out that Nostromo
has nevor been intended for the hero of the Îale
of t'he Seaboard. Silver is the pivot of the moral
and material event's, affeeting everybody in the
tale. That this nay my delíberate purpose there
can be no doubt. I struck the first note of my

intention in the unusual form which I gave to the
title of the First Part, by calling it ttThe Silver
of the Minertr and by telling the story of the
enchanted treasure on Azuera, which, strictly
speaki-ng, has nothing to do with the rest of the
novel.19

Conradts final statement notwithstanding, the legend of the spectral

treasure-seekers is i-nseparable from the novelrs action; the temporal,

historical events j-n Nostroqo are interpreted, as Claire Rosenfeld
20

explains, by a timeless, nybhic world contained within the novel--a world
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inhabited by the suffering spirits of the gringos. This, of course,

is the world of the San Tome nine and of its si.lver, the timeless,

trincorruptible metal that can be trusted to keep its value for everrl (3OO).

The eternal truth elucidated by the novelts nythic element, of which the

legend. of the gringos forms one aspeet, is the samo truth Marlowr s spiritual

journey to the timeless, pri:nordial past brought to light j-n rrHeart of

Darknessrtt the reality of human evil, the evil of greed, of wealth, and of

materialism. Rosenfeld states: rrThe mine and the silver, then, present

the read.er Trith larger motifs i,rhich help to define and control the changing

human erçerience of the Conradian universe. The petty quarrels of the

political scene derive an absolute sanction from the mythic world of the
2I

sil-ver.r¡ E. M. W. Till-yard, who also discerns the fabulous, mybhic

features of the novel, likens them to rra dr¡nb show in Elizabethan drama,
22

shadowing future happenings.tt Don Pepe refers to the mine, ominously,

as arrparad.ise of snakestt (105), which suggests an inverted, demonic

paradise. Ând ind.eed, the mine, as it relates to the r,¡orld of time and.

history, is associated with cruolty; originally worked by slaves, Í-t comes

into Charles Gou1d, Seniorrs possassion through an act of vengeance (56-57).

Then Charles and Emilia seize upon the nine as an agent of social progress

and ít becomes a double-edged sword, rrtainting the very cause for which it

is dralrn, always ready to turn in the handtt (lO5¡. As Claire RosenfeLd
23

point,s out, Holroyd frxrct,ions s¡mrbolically as a god-figure ruling over

the inverted Eden, for he is a munificent and powerful force, above and

apart from the affairs of Su1aco; he finances the mine and provides the

nrilitary might, in the form of a naval demonstration, which is the decisive
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factor in the success of the revolution. His wealth is said, by the

engi.neer-in-chief of the railway, to be the equivalent of eterna1. youth

(:fZ), a divine attribute; however, the reader eomprehends that Holroydrs

weal-th (quantitative and profane) i-s the i-ronic, perwerted equivalent of

Godrs eternal youth (qualitative and sacred). Hence, Holroyd is an absurd,

demented god., directing affairs as a hobby (&) fron the paltry height of

an oleven st,ory building, and thus he is a fitting deity to rule over a

fallen paradise.

The tenporal and mybhic elements of the novel merge in Conradt s

description of Nostromots and Decoudts voyage--a voyage with syrnbolic

overtones sir,r-1lar to those of Marlowr s voyage up the Congo i-n ttHeart of

Darknessrr--on the Placid Gulf, a passage t¡hich Leavis 
;ñtt" 

rrone of the

mst vivid pieces of sensuous evocation in literature.r¡ The scene is,

like the frequent allusi-ons to the gligg"" of the Azuera, central to the

neaning of the novel. Although Decoud and Nostromo are embarked on a

journey of great historical importance, Conrad makes it clear that they

are also r.¡ndertaking tho same kind of night journey delineated in trHeart

of Darkness;rt like Marlow, they und.ergo an e:rperience of unrealíty and a

disintêgration of personal identity. Decoud rldidnr t even know at times

whether he were asleep or a'¡lake. iike a mån lost in slumber, he heard

nothing. Even hj-s hand before his face did not exist, before his eyes" (Z6Z).

Their ex'perience, U-ke ivlarlowr s, is largely one of dissolution, âri ân-

ticipation of death: ttln thi-s foretaste of eternal peace the¡' ¡1o"¿"0

vivid and light', 1i-ke unearthly clear dreams of earthly things that may

haunt the souls freed by death from the misty atmosphere of regret and
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hopes" (Z6Z). In their stasis on the windless gulf, weighted down, as

it were, by the silver, they illustrate--as Nostromor s reference to t'he

gringos Q6¡ supports--the fate of a society burdened and paralysed by

the evil of rnaterialism.

There has been nuch criticism of the last chapters of the noveI,

those dealing r^rith Nostromors corruption l-eading to hís death at the hands

of Giorgío; Daiches, for example, states: ttThe novelette with which Nostromo

ends, though it is convincj-ng enough in its oi^rn terrns, i"s on a different

1evel of probability and a lower Ievel of cornplexity than the bulk of the
25

novel.rt But, though the final section of Nggtrgg isr I believe, of a

l-esser quality than the bulk of the novel which precedes it, the last part

is not superfluous. The final chapters, which seem almost allegorical in

nature, perhaps represent a formal condernnation of the anti-human, material-

istic society. Giorgio Viola, by his unfaltering love of hunanity and de-

votion to liberty, has earned the right to be keeper of the synbolic light-

house which will illuminate the black Placid Gulf. the blackness of the

gulf is associated. in the novel r,¡ith evil (7), anA particularly, because

the voyage of Decoud and Nost,romo occurs under Íts cover, with the evil of

materiafisrn, Vi-ola, the unselfish man who, like Mrs. Gould, is concerned

with the innnaterj-al, human side of life, is thus throwing light on the

source of societyr s rnroes. Ploreover, Viola slays Nostromo, who, as Giorgiots

adopted son and man of the people, should have assumed Violars role as de-

fend.er of the masses. thus, since Nostromor s corruption i-s syn'nbolic of

society t,ainted by materialism, (Conrad, in Nostromors trPrefacerrr intimates

that Nostromo was concei.ved not primarily as an individual, but as a
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reprosentative of the people ÉoÒ ), Giorgiots act is, to conclude the

alJ-egory, the eradication of the evil which serves to keep the people in

bondage.

However, the novelt s conclusion is only a stylized, artificial

resoluti-on to an insol-uble problem; it is the artistt s condomnation of

his created worfd. Giorgio is a man in sy'nrbolic as well. as literal exilo,
26

standing outside the movement of kristory; he is, as Daichos saysr a kind

of sad, choric figure from another world. The social realities at the

novolt s conclusion are oppression and t,he promise of more oppression.

Another revolution, this time against the capital-ists, is foreshadowed

by Father Corbel-an: rrtlet them beware, then, lest the people, prevented

from thej-r aspirations, should rise and claim their share of the wealth

and their share of the por,ferrr the popular Cardinal-Archbishop of Sulaco

declared, significantly, menacinglytt (!10). This revolution, of courset

wil-l be ultirnately as unsuccessful as the previous one, for, as the Marnist,

photographer says (562), the rich are to be fought with their own weapons.

There is no reason to think that the social-ists ürill be any more successful

in redeening the silver than Gould. rías.

Until t,his point I have concentrated mainly on the evil inherent, in

naterÍalism as the underlying cause of soci-al ills, as the primary hindranco

t,o the reformatj-on or transformation of human socÍety, and thus as the major

factor in the failure of history itself to be meaningful. However, an in-
27

teresting area of inquiry, which is discussed eloquentl-y by Guerard., is 
^

2B

the part played by chance in the evolution of history. As Guerard notes,

Pedro lilonterol s fondness f or light historical literat'ure, Decoudr s love f or
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Anton-ia, and Holroydts need for both a vacation and a hobby are sone of

the real causes of history j-n Ngg!¡omo. The personal history of Barrios,

instrumental in esta'olishing the new state, serves to further substantiate

this theory of casuality; Barrios aitains cominand in Sulaco not because he

is a good general, but because his failure to pay his debts in Sta i'{arta

causes certain merchants with political connections to take measures to

have him removed (fe3¡. These historically significant vicissitudes are

obviously often so ludicrous as to defy bel-ief and so trivial and obscure

as to defy discovery. Guerard states¡

These then are sone of the contradictory forces
flowing together, in Costaguana, to bring forth
the historical events: from one side chance,
unpredictabl-e dreams and iJ.lusions, whim, fo11y;
from the other a vast predeternined economic
movement. But the two conceptions of history that
insist on them are not contradiciory; they alike
discount manr s reason as a force and al-ike deny
a rational orderly consecutiveness of event.29

As Monygham says, everything rational fa1ls in Costaguana (315). Society,

then, is qui-te literally mad, drifting haph azardly and chaotically.

Despite the picture Conrad drarqs of history as chaos, Nostromo irnplies

t'hat history will always be, paradoxically, quite preclictable. The mad

r,¡hirl of events and the violent social upheavals notwithstanding, history,

is, in essence, static rather than dynamic. Hurnan evil, aI'¿ays palpable

and real for Conrad, ensures that society is j-nvariably tainted. Therefore,

man goes through life, as a natural condition of his exj-stence, under some

form of t¡ranny; this is the central, indomitable fact of history. Revolut-

ions, then, are wantonly destructive at worst, since they are always futile;

but periodic revolutions will always characterize human history, for the
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masses, r'lho, according to tho authorial voi-ce (l+ZO¡ , are incapable of

scepticism, will never cease to bel-ieve that they can be free. In light

of the basic, unciranging characteristlc of h-istory, the chaotic f}uc of

events loses much of its importance. ïndeed, Conrad, by deliberately

obfuscating the facts of Costaguanars history, de-emphasizes the impor-

tance of the events in themselves; the effect of the impressionistic time
30

dlslocations, as Guerard contends, is to suggest that, since the events

are, in essence, the same, the order of their occurence is of no consequence.

Don Jose, tho novelrs only historian, who bel-ieves history to be a rational

process and thinks that a better society can be ovolved by avoiding the

rnlstakes of the past, presumably depicted events lucidly and in a logical

sequence in Fifty Toars 0f t4isrqþ; but his book provides no lessons for

humanity; it serves only as wadding for rifle s (Íj¡5),

Thus Conrad has written a historical novel only to arrive at the

perverse, ironic conclusion that hi-story itself is irrelevant. Costaguana,

like the Balgian Congo of ttHeart, of Darknessrrri-s very much a part of the

modern wasteland; it is a stagnant, dehumanizing 1and, a place permeated

by evil where, as Goul-d, says, r¡rGod Í-s very high abovur" (206). Yet, a

reading of the novel--a novel- bursting with so much imagined life that
31

Guerard perceives a danger of life violaiing rrari and rmderstandingtr

leaves no doubt, that warnrth, courage, ind.ustry, hunanity, the preservation

of Life itself matter very desperately to Conrad. Amongst Nostromors

characters there is much conscious striving of a Marlovian nature to over-

corne the debil-itating conditj-ons of exist'ence. ïn Tþe Seglet Agent, however,

the work to be scrutinized in the next chapter, Conrad renders a much blaclcer
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vision, a vision of a mankind blinded by dogma

t,ions, plurnmeting unconsciously and implacably

and empty bourgeois coriveû-

toward the abyss.



CTIAPIEA, V

The. Secret ,Agent--whichr like \gqlgg and unlike tfHeart of Darknessr'r

deals with people living within the pale of western civilization--is a

syrnbolist masterpiece which presents a devastating vision of mod.ern Iife,

a picture of universal chaos. The novel, it is true, is primarily tta

I
domestj-c dramarrr the depi-ction of the vj-olent dÍ-sintegration of the Verloc

farnily, but this pi-cture of familial chaos is clearly an emblem of the plight

of hunanity at large. The vision communicated by Conrad in Nostromo--that

of a mankind imprisoned as a condition of existence within the stagnant pool

of hist,ory--is also i-mplicit in The Secre'L ,lLgggU the latter nove1, published

only three years after Noslromo, assunes as an a priori condition (though

none of the novelr s characters is conscious of this) the vision of history

which evolved as one result of Conradt s intense creative labours over
2

@.Ïndeed,asRnW.Sta11manhasshown,timeitse1fisanirnportant
concept in The Secret Agent; the novelrs characters, who, Ii-ke those of

Iggtqomo, are prisoners of time, endeavor unconsciously and in a perverted

fashion to overcorne their time-bound linritations. However, there is nothing

i''@correSpondingtotheconscious,heroicstrugg1ingof
Marlow in both rrHeart of Darla:essrr and Lord Jin to plurnb the horriffrng depths

of existence and to discern at least a flicker of light in the cj-rcumambient

darlmess; nor does Conrad, as he does in N5!gomo, grapple l¡it'h the problem

of existential meaninglessness by placing aspect,s of the overall dilemma

into the lives of several characters with whom he can clear1y, to a degree,
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identify. One cannot fail to be acutoly aware that in the novel there

is an almost total lack of conscious larowledge amongst the characters

concerrring the desperate problems besetting thenr; the recurring Conradian

motif whereby characters are constraj-ned to test, the strength of their

idoals against the harsh world of reality simply has no place in The Secret

4@!., for in its London world idealism has atrophied and died.

The importance of Conradr s justly celebrated ironic mode in The Secret

Agent (the sustained application of r¡hich Conrad refers t,o in the novolts
tProfacdÌ as t'one of tho ninor sati-sfactionsrl (xiii) of his writing life)
cannot be over-enrphasized, for the overal-l effect of the novel largely

depends upon it. Indeed, it, wi1I, necessarily, constitute the subject of

nuch discussion in this chapter. At first sight the novelrs mercilessly

ironic tone and structure would seem to indicate an almost callous detach-

ment on Conradts part from the human suffering he dramatizes; horvever, as

Conrad hjmself irnplies in stating that the use of irony enables hi¡l to mani--

fest pity as well- as scorrl (xiii), the ironic rnode is also the rneans of

engagi-ng both the writer and the reader in the subject at hand. As Douglas

Henitt suggests, Conradrs use of irony in The Secret Agen! is not rnerely

a means of artistic detachrnent: ttThe irony of lhe Seeret Agent-, and of the

other early works in whích it is less pervasive, is offensive; it is a weapon

to r.mdermine comfortable assumptions and to nake us scrutj-nize more doeply
3

our beliefs and values.rr Conradts irony, then, both permits him to render

what I believe is perhaps the blackest vision j-n the Conrad cânorl--a picture

of human di-sintegration and chaos, of â city which i-s tta cruel devourer of

the worldts light'r (xii), of a grotesque, sub-human world anticÍ-pating the
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hallucinatory underworld of William S. Burroughs in Naked Lunch--and to

make this vision bearable through both' aesthetie ordering and the applica- ^

tisn of black humour" As A. J. Guerard, who considers the novel a forerururer
l+5

of the ttentertainmentsrr of Graharn Greene, statesr_ The Secret Agent is ¿
6

col-d novol, but it is not, as he further implies, a book wh-ich does not

involve and implica'r,e both r¿ri-ter and reader. Rather, this coldness of

tone and atmosphere is both a reflection of and a partial defense against

the chill nature of the bookrs vision.

One cannot help being struck by the apparently radical alteration

of Conradrs style and techniquo in The Segret Agent-' The long, complex,

rhotorically insistent sentences, composed of a multitude of soeningly

d.igressive subordj-nate clauses, of the earlier works give way in The Secret

Aee{g to shorter, directer, sparser sentences, to a style which Conrad, in
7

a letter to Galsworthy, d.enigrated as |tZola jargon.tt Hor,rever, this simpli-

fication of language, the consideration of which leads Guerard, the most

astute critic of Conrad, to the erroneous conclusion that the novel narks

a transformation fron the ímpressionist to the realist methodr can be as

misleading as the novelrs ironic subtitle. In faet, as we shall see, it is

Conradt s impressionism, his time shift's, his ironi.c juxtapositions, his

s¡nnbolically charged scenes and i-mages, which conveys what Paul L. lniiley

calls the novelts trsustained atmosphere wherein the prevailing tone of

squalid darkness is from time to time pierced by a glare of gaslight and

9
reddened wit,h blood.tt As in the bulk of Nostropo, Conrad utilizes an

undramatized. narrator in The Secrg[ Agggl; it could hardly be ot'hezwise,

for the use of a reliable dramatized narrator would necessarily undercut
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the novells sustained.picture of unconscious fragmentai;ion. As Guerard

perceptÍve1y notes, Conrad.rs narrative mask is so entirely compatible with

the novolrs controlled style as to be almost inseparable frorn it,:

In any event thi-s controlled and relatively bare
style dld function for Conrad as a congenial
point of view or narrating consciousness; style
became, as it ïrere, an interposed narrator. Ït
satisfied the needs provided for in earlier
novels by literal removal in time and space or
by the screening Marlovian voice. As a result
Conrad was abl-e to carry through for almost the
first time long dramatic scenes occurring in a

fictional present; to achj-eve, even, excellent
scenes of violent' action, violent ernotion, and
violent co¡nic discovery.lO

In The SçgrgtlLgggb, then, where style, narrative technique and structure

relate organÍcally to the novelrs thomatic centre, Conrad approaches ttthe

11
perfect blending of forrn and substancert for which he perpetually sought.

As intimated previously, The Secret Aggn'þ is only superficially a

suspenseful tale of action dealing with police and revolutionaries. Actually,
L2

as Karl- notes, the artistic effect of the book depends upon the early

dissipation of much mystery and suspense. Before one hundred pages of the

novel have elapsed the reader knows that Verlocrs mission has failed and that

Stevie has been destro)¡ed; moreover, the novel does not, after the fashion

of most detective fiction, presont a picture of the intricacies of crime

d.etection, for Heat inu'nediately stumbles upon the clue which traces the out-

rage to Verloc. Neither is The Secret Agent fundamentally a political novel

inthesenseth,t@canbesaidtobeapo1itica1nove1,for,asConrad

himself indicates in a letter, he had no intention of grappling seriously with

political anarchism in the novel: rrBut I dontt think that Itve been satiriz-
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ing the revolutionary lvorld. All these people are not revolutj-onaries--
I3

they are Shams.rt ft is part of the novelts ironic structure that the

book, ostensibly about politieal anarchy and intrigue, is actually a

study of the anarchistic state of Engli-sh society as revealed in its day

to day domestic life.

That Conrad did not intend t,o present a ttreafistictr inquiry into the

nature of political processes is unimportant; what is important, as Ðliot
1l+

B. Gose, Jr. contends, i-s to determine the novelts internal consist'ency.

it/hat, then, is the place of the revoluti-onaries and of the government

officials in the irnaginative world of The Secret AgeqE? Again, Guerard,

referri-ng to both The Secret Agent and Und.er Western Eyes, offers an insight:

They recognizod that the melodramatic fringe of
soci-ety (the worl-d of connivance between police

" and petty criminalsr of @ and
police informer, of ',,hought-crime and torture
and confession, of anarchist and revolutionary
exile) could also be, symbolical.ly and morallyr--
at the very heart of society and eorrupting it.J5

Thus, in the syrnbolic world of the novel, the anarchists, far from exist'ing

as an atypical group on the periphery of societyr occupy its very core and

epitomize its tendencies. They are the novelts analogue to the middle classes

of the real world. And indeed, all of the rovolutionaries, with t,he excep-

tion of the austere Professor, paral-lel. the bourgeoisie in thei-r mi-ndless,

:

slavish adherence to conventions, in their single-minded pursuit of comfort,

and in their mediocrity. Tneir revolutionary zea! j-s as much a vain pretense

as the philanthropy of the pilgrims of rtlleart of Darkness.tr The double agent,

Verloc, in particular, is, ironically, trthoroughly domesticatedîr (5). Convers

and with a force equally ironic, Conrad depicts the official defenders of the
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social order as operating, at tines, beyond the pale of civil lar,r and

conventional morality. Thus, by unsettling our erpectations (the professed

anarchists are docile and timid, whereas the police sometimes behave like

anarchists), Conrad prepares the way to reveaf what, anarchy roalIy neans in

the context of the novel.

As is obvious by this point in my study, in the Conradian universe

political and social discord has root causes grounded in the nature of

existence; in The Secret Agent the problem of social chaos and nihilism,

1ikethere1atedquestionofhu¡nanevi1inllHeartofDarkrresstland@'

is ultimately a dilemma of the hurnan spirit, a question of doath against

Ii-fe. And, as in rtHeart of Darknessrttin The Secret Agent Conrad employs

religious irnagery ironieaLly, ín order to indicate manrs perversions of

his spiritual needs, his idolatrous erection of spirit-destroying, matorial-

istic ideologies as gods whi-ch, to use Marlowrs words in nHeart of Darknessrrt

he can rrbow down before, and offer a sacrifice totr (7). The unironic posi-

tlonof religÍ-ous j-nstructor, however, a role fulfilled by Marlow in rrHeart of

Darknessrtr is conspicuously unoccupiect in the imagistic framework of The@

Agent,. Note the preponderance of religious metaphors in this description of

rrthe ticket-of-leave apostlurr (107), I'fichaelis:

He was like thoso saintly men whose personality is
lost j-n the contemplation of their faith. His
ideas were not in the nature of convicti"ons.
They were inaccessible to reasoning. They for:ned
in all their contradictions and obscurities an
invincible and humanitarian creed, which he
confessed rather ttran preache iÓ7). (Italics mine)

Michaelists autobiography, his quasi-Ì{arxist treati-se on economic deterrnin-

ism, is to be trlike a book of Revelation in the history of mankindtt (fZO).
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Vlith a stroke of brilliance Conrad, in hls description of l4ichael-isrs

less than pure motivation for undertaking the project, suggests the

appalling confusion of the sacred and the profane in l{ichaelisrs vj-sion:

ItAnd the zeal of his guileless vanity (first awakened by the offer of five

hundred pounds frorn a publisher) seemed something predestined and holyt' (fZO).

Ossipon, the worshipper of science, blindly invokes the pseudo-scientist

Lombroso tras an ltal-ian peasant recomrnends himself to his favou.rit,e sainttt

(Zgl)i any attack on Lombrqso, in Ossi-ponts eyes, is tantamount tottblasphemyrl

(l+Z). The Professor, who is, significantly, the son of a fundamentalist

preacher, as a young man conceived of hís ambiti-on rtas sonething secularly

holytt (Bf); l-ike a true religious zeaLot,, he perceives the world asttartificial,

corrupt, and blasphemousrr (Bf). Even the Assist,ant Connnissioner, although an

r:nwilling clevotee, sits in the m:idst of his bureaucratic paraphernalia ttas if

worshipping an enormoì;s double inkstand of bronze and crystaltf (97).

The ironic use of religious metaphors, then, is a means of directing

the readerts attention to the fuJ-l spirituai significance of the novelts

thematic concerns. Perhaps the most i-mportant and most discussed of these

concerns is the secrecy motif, for The Secre_L AggqL, as its very title implies,

is fundamentally about secrecy, (Avrom Fleíshman notes that the word frsecretrr
I6

is used nore than fifty tj-mes in the novel ), about a moraf and spiritual

isoldtion which precipitates viol-ence and chaos. Indeed, the novelrs ar'uis-

tic structure depends upon the idea of secrecy, just as the structure of

Nostromo rests largoly upon the concept of idealism, for The Secret Age4lrs

conplex of dramatic iron-ies, which links the various sub-plots and informs

the novelt s vision, emerges from the hidden notives of the characters. The
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novelt s most obvious arena of secrecy is the Verloc household, in r,lhich

is played out the deathl}, farce of mutual misundorstand.ing which culminates

in three deaths. As Leavis discerns, the black comedy of the novelrs

brilliant, climactic murrler scene ttdepends upon the cunning organization
T7

of the whole book;tt it depends upon the furtiveness of the Verlocrs, upon

their habitual fai-lure to comnunicate meaningfully with each other. lnie wat'ch

in fascinated horror as lrlinnie (who, we realize by page l+O of the novel, has

married Verloc soleJ-y out of a secret, maternal. desire t,o protect Stevie), i.

order to cement Steviets position ss a member of the family, repeatedly tells

Verloc of his own exalted place ín Steviets life (l8h), for we have been made

cognizant, through previous excursions into future time, that she is, in effect,

seali-ng Steviers doom. The humour reaches grisly--proportions shortly before

Stevio leaves to be blornrn to pieces, as Winnie, who cautions Stevie against

get,ting his clothes dirty, says3 rrrYou know you do get youself very untidy

when you get a chance, Stevierrr (fB9). Thus, the scene is set for the un-

suspecting Verloc, who believes that he is loved for hj-mseff (25f), to meet

his fate. As nentioned,, the note of secrecy is also sounded in the other

sub-pIots. In faci, the relations between Heat and the Assistant Conmj-ssiorlor--

each of whom is guided in the handling of the VerLoc case by a secret, personal

motive which is inconpatible with the othert s--para1.J-e1 exactly those of the

Verlocs. And the revolutionary world, according to the'Professor, is defined

by secrecy: nrln principle what one of us may or may not know as to any given

fact cantt be a matter of inquiry to the othorsrr¡ (61).

Sj-ster Jane Marie Luecke, who presents an optimistic reading of the novel,

notes that the realm of the governnent, officials is, to a degree, free from
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the taint of secrecy; she states' rrThe world of the police i-s not supposed

to be perfectly integrated with the world of the Verlocts. . . . And the

fact that it is not perfectly integrated suggests that civilized human

society has the poinrer to survive, to surrnount its inferior and destructive
1B

elements.t¡ fn a rather limited sense, of course, she is correct. Conrad,

as his authorial i-ntrusion on the nature of revolutionaries indicates (53),

entertained an utter contempt for a program of anarchistic fragmentation

(which may be viewed from the perspective of secrecy) as a means of social

bettennent, a cont,empt so great that he is not, as mentioned abovo, seriously

concemed to treat anarchism as a political force. Her assessment of the
19

role of tho Assistant Commissioner, who, si-gnificantly, had once rrbeen very

successful in tracking and breaking up certain nefarious secret societies" (99)

in a tropical colony, as a champion of openness and conrnunication in the public

sphere is, to a degree, accurate, although the effect of the Assistant Com'n-

issionert s address to Sir Ethelred on the evils of secret agents is ironically

vitiated by the Assistant himself a moment later: rtrTherefore directly the

character of this affair suggested itself to me, I thought it should be dealt

with speciel- secrecy, and ventured to come over herer n (f¡g). There can be

no d-oubt, though, that The Secret Agent endorses the preservation of Iife,

such as it is, and to the extent that the public officials, in their concern

for legality and justice, stand for the preservation of life, the novel en-

dorses them.

But the novelrs presentation of the nature of the public machinery is

far more ambiguous than Luecke perceives. As the Professor states, both

revolutionaries and police are ¡rthe slaves of social conventiotttt (69), and
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in The Secret .Agent conventions are both hollow and deathly; as in rtHeart

of Darlmessrrr conventions and institutions prevent man from seeing, although

they do not protect him from, the blackness of his own nature. And, to

continue in th-ls vein, there is at least an indication that legality, as

much as revol-utionary terror, ultÍmately stands for death, for, as the author-

ial voice pointedly informs us, the gallows j-s the trlast argument of rnenrs

iusti-cett (Z6l). At any rate, Iegally constituted justico is, at best, a

superficia1,barrenformofgrace.Secrecyin@,aswi11
grad-ualIy become apparent, is a symptom, not of a social disease, but of a

congenitaL existential disease, which infects everyone, anarehists and police

ali-ke, poisoning lifet s vitality, goodness and meaning. The presencs of this

infeetion renders the concepts of culpability and justice sorûeT/rhat neaning-

less; it explains what we feel to be the inevitability of the novelrs in-

stances of violence (particularly, in light of the bookts organization, the

rnurder of Verloc by his wife), for it elevates them fron the status of

particular occasions to oxpressions of a general order.

The idea of secrecy, then, i-s more than a unifying force in the novelr s

aesthetic structure. Its range of associations ancl shades of meaningr which

are conmlunicated, in a fashion characteristically Conradian, obliquelyt

through the cumulative effect of a long series of subtle, poeti.c images and

suggestions, defines the isoleted quality of life in the London of The Secret

Agen! and sanctions Marlowrs st,atement in trHeart of Darkness'rr rrl¡Ie 1ive, as

we dream--alonett (eB¡. It is, first,, the numeroÌrs general uses of the term

secrecyr. applied indiscriminately to all facets of hunan Iife, which, as

Fleishman states, imply that tfself-containrnent is a universal human condition.rt20
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Thus, the Assistant Connrissioner uses his daily whist game as rra drug

against the secret il1s of existence'r (fO:); his eonscious admissi-on of

his personal j-nterest in the outcome of the bombíng investigation is

made i.n the forrn of rta secretly outspoken thoughtrt lffZ). The l.ate hus-

band of Michaelis t s patroness, we Iearn, once harboured trsecret griefsrt (101+)

concerning his wj-fe. Sir Etholred, who, according to Toodles (11+5), is un-

able to trust anyone regarding his fisheries legislation, keeps t'he busj-ness

of his weak eyesight ttwrapped up in secrecyrt (Ztl). And, to cite a final

example, the night cabbyrs declamatj-on on the plight of the poor is delivered

with rfan extinct voicerr (1óó) wh:ich ttinvest,ed his utterance with a character

of vehement secrecy" (f00¡. Another index of mant s essential j-solation in

The Secret Agent,, which is a corollory of the secrecy motif, is his refusal

to seek for knowledge and truth, Michaelis, we learn (l+l+-l+5), is incapable

of assini-lating new inforrnation; Sir Ethelred trshrinks awayt' (22I) from the

.Assistant Connnissionertras if in physical dread of detail"'r (ZZ1)i and Winnie,

of course, feels ttprofoundly that things do not st'and nuch looking intorr (177).

Each person in The Secret Agent, then, isr-to reverse the nreaning 9f
21

Donners conceit, tran island entire of itselfril a tight compartment of in-

sularity, cut off from any sort of human or spiritual cornnunion. As Stallman
22

discerns, trsteviets circles diagram the design of the bookrtt for enclosed

geometrical shapes, such as the cj-rcle and the triangle, which in Donner s

time were capable of commrxricating the mysterious unity and harmony of the

universe, the orgenj-c interrelation of all things, in thÍs novel signify

nothingness, universal fragmentation and trcosmic chaostt (l+5). Mrs. Verlocrs

circular weddi-ng ring, which she discards after freeing herself from the
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marital bond, sytnbolizes, not the mysterious unity of man and woman in

marriage, but the destructive imprisonment of each of the Verlocs within
23

the closed circle of the self. The triangle, as St,allman has indicated,

is both the sígn of Verlocrs professj-on and the emblem of his alienation

from h-i-s felIow rnan; it, is al-so the shape of Brett P1ace, rrin which all
sou¡rds of life seemed lost as if in a triangular well. of asphalt and bricks,

of blind. houses and unfeeling stonestr (ZlO). Thj-s description of Brett Place

is t¡lîcail- of the harsh, concrete images, suggesti-vo of constricti-on within

the self, wlrich abound in the novel; these range from the allusions to the

Itfour r,¡hitewashed wall-srt ()+h) of Michaelists prison cell and the tttiny cagerl

(¡O:) of a cottage in which he writes his autobiography to the description

of ]¡rlinniets motherrs box-like charity cottage, which rtmight well have been

devised in kindness as a place of training for the sti1l more straitened

circumstances of the graven (f60). And, finally, Verlocr s intenso pre-

occupation with his bombing assignnrent is expressed metaphorically as tra

sort of Chinese wallrr (1t+) which cuts him off from all human intercourse.

As Conrad--the man who eulogized the crew of the Narcissug for their

ulti:nate victory in withstanding the threats aimed at t,heir ship-board
2l+

commr-rrity --lrâs well aware, conconitant with the destruction of manrs

communal bond. is the di-ssolution of hurnanity, as we lcrow it, itself. And,

in The Secret Agent, the nihilistic fragmentation of society isr in fact,

accompaníed by a process of dehumanization. One index of this degraded

state of hunanity is the moral and spiritual insanity of the characters,

the affliction of the spirit which Conradrs use of the.previously discussed

ironic religious metaphors identifies. Madness--as the central position of
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stevie, the congenital i-diot, in tho sy'nbolic franework of the novel

suggests, and, as Conrad himself implies (xv)--is a major motif of the

novel. The Secret Agent Ís, in fact, perrneatod with, as Fl-eishman, in
his fine chapter on the novel, phrases i-t, trterns for distortÍon of per-

25
ceptionrrr with references to ignorance, stupidity and insanity. The

constant reiteration of these and synonrmous terrns suggests that mad.ness,

like secrecy, is a universal condit,j-on. The characters in each of the

novelt s spheres denigrate each otherr s j-nte1lectual powors. Thus, ïrmdt

considers Lombroso (and, by extension, Ossipon) rran idiottt (h7) and the

Professor, who disparages the intelligence of all of the other revolution-

aries by equating their collective capaci ty for ind.epenclent thought T,rith

that of rrany respectable grocer or journal-istrr (68), is unable to devise

a rrfool-proofrr detonator: ilBut there are morg kinds of fools than one can

guard againsttr (16¡. In the world of the Enbassyri Vledimir, who remembers

his predecessor, Baron Stott-hiartenheím, as being excessj.vely gullib1¿e (ZÐt

considers Verloc intellectually lazy (30), whereas verloc is appal].ed by

\ll-adimirrs 5-gnorance of the workings of t,he revoluti-onary worl_d (29); ¡oth

]r'Iadimir and Verloc, however, aro in accord as to the stupidity of the rniddle-

classes (Zg). And, in the sphere of the government officials, Heat considers

the Assistant Commissioner incompetent (fZ7); Sir Ethelred, in turn, readily

assurnes that Heat is an trassrr (f39).

ft is a large part of the novelrs irony, of course, that nearly all
of the novel-ts characters (most of whom, as mentioned, at one time or ân-

other, i-nrpugn the intelligence or sanity

other characters) do, in fact, manifest,

of one or more of the novelr s

through irrational and insane
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actions, through sophistry and illogic, through insane adherenco to brutal

and inhuman creeds, what is essentially a madness of the spirit. .As Eloise
26

Knapp Hay indicates, the ideologies of the revolutionaries aro character-

Ízed by patent contraclictions and inconsis'r,encies; i,lichaelis, for example,

who propounds that a communistic econonry will evolve naturall-y, independen',,1y

of mants volitíon (l+9), absurdly argues for cautious acti-on on the part of

the revolutionaries (50). Stallman succinctly expresses (and this is a large

part of the novelts irony) the fund.arnental- }-rnacy inherent in the argurnents

of t,he revolutionaries: rrBach revolutionist accuses the other of being

pessimistic about the future, and each outdoes the other i-n optimistic

theories aimed. at the destruction of the world as it it.,,27

However, as stated previously, the revolutionaries gg revolutionaries,

with the partial exception of the Professor, who is obviously no hypocrite,

are not to be taken serÍously. The sole expression of a destruc'i;i-ve political

ideology in action (and this, ironically, instigated by an arch-enemy of

anarchisrn) is tfre unsuccessful, socially i-nsignificant atternpt to destroy the

Observatory. It is ehiefly in their bourgeois-like enslavement to moribound.

modes of thought, and action, to a great variety of enrpty conventions, to what,

in the context of police raork, Heat cal-l-sItperfectly comprehensj-ble rulestt(9?)

thai the revofutionariesr like the characiers in the novelrs other spheres,

nanifest a kind of madness, ån utter insensitivity to real human problens, to

human suffering. Thus Ossiponr s ilscienti-ficrr doctrine of criminal types

blinds him to both the mora] stature of Stevie and the acute suffering of

t¡finnie. Science, Conrad seems to be sayÍ-ng, science unmodiated by a ful1y

human understandingr can only abstract and explain away the very humanity
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it purports to shed light on. Thus, t,oo, not only verloc, but also Heat,

who, after brutally infornring winnie of her brotherrs death, gives her
ftonly a cursory glancett (ztz), is rrno respecter of personsrr er+Ð. And

Lady }fabelrs doctrine of nobl-esse oblige is rendered somewhat hollow and.

unreal because, as the authorial voice informs us (tOB), her aristocratic

station, her allegiance to the d.ogma which equates socj-al class and hurnan

worth, prohibit,s her from truly entering into and empathizing rnrith the

suffering of the masses. Finally, sir Etherredrs attempt to legislate

soeial justice can only be vi-ewed as, at best, irrelovant.

Tt is the novelrs crowning irony that it is, of all the novelrs

characters, onJ.y Stevie (whose r:etardationr'hre 1earn (Ió?), is not the

equivalent of madness), the novelrs sofe idiot in the conventional, clin1cal
senser who, in his genuine concern for t'Lre plight of the suffering mass of

humanityr is sanec Stevie, in cont'rast to the rest of the novelr s secretive

characters, i-s ttfrank and open as the day himself " (123). And yet, stevj-e

is not portrayed sentimentally as a kind of holy idiot. Cl-aire Rosenfeld

states: rrStevie represents a hero of modern society--not only caught within

an ord.er of nature more d.ead than al-ive but unable to act with the herors

traditional hubrj-s because of personal liinitatio.r".,,2B And indeed, Stovie,

whose capacity to erçerience vicariously the pain of others is so extreme

as to be characterized by the authorial- voice as rrmorbid" (169), is finally
led to pervert and negate his humane qualitios; it is, then, both doubly

ironj-c and an indication of the depraved conditj-on of the humanity of

Tho Seclgt Agent that Stevie, poteniially the novelt s most spiritually
healthy character, should perpetrate the bomb outrage.
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Conrad utilizes other Ii-terary techniques to suggest the degraded

state of mankind in the London world of the noveI. One cannot fail to

note that the novel-rs persona almost invariably refers to most of the

characters, many of whom actually renain anon)rmous, in tertns of impersonal

titles; thus, there are, for exarnple, the Doctor, the Professor, the ticket-

of-leave apostle, the Assist'ant Comrn-issioner, and the great Presence. Just

as Conradrs refusal, in Lorcl.Jim, to identify Jimrs last name has an artisti-c

puryoso (to suggest the essential ehildishness which is one aspect of Jimts

make-up) so his refusal to use proper names in The Sgcret Agent has a purpose:

as Guerard perceives, the habitual use of these impersonal names amounts to

an abstracting process which connotes the sub-human st'atus of the_characters,

rra reduction of the iruman being to a fr:nction or fornral "tuto"."29 
Moreover,

nearly everyone in the novel is obese or physically d.eformed; it is safe to

i-nfer that the roader is invi-ted to equate, in a Platonic fashion, outward

form and j-r¡rer spi.rit,. Furthermore, as Stal-lman aptly states, many of the

charactert s deformities impede movement:

Indolence, imrnobility, and rotundity characterize
Winniers mother, the p1ìxnp \rlinnie Verloc, fat and
lazy Verloc, Co¡nrade Ossipon, and }"Íichaelis (ttgo*td
like a dist,ended bellsontt); prison has fattened up
Verloc and fikewise Michaelis. . . . The sltollen
legs of rdinniers mother have rendered her inactive.
fnactive al-so are the revolutionists--Tundt,
Ossipon, Michaelis, and Verloc.30

Since the common denominator of aLL forms of aninal life is movement, this

almost universal physical immobility implies, symbolically, that the novelrs

characters are, in some essential sense, dead"

The novolrs pervasive use of animal irnagery to signal further this

less-than-human status of mankind in The Secret Agent i-s suffici-entIy
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obvious to warrant its exclusion from this discussion. T r'lish, however,

to comment briefly upon the novel-rs cluster of fish imagery, for i-t helps

to define the novelfs attltude tor,¡ards Sir Ethelredrs endeavors to solve

the problems of existence by working tor,rards the perfection of the soci a1

structure. Conrad introduces this strain of inagery as the Assistant

Comnrissioner and loodles banter about the immediate duties of Sir Ethelred

and the Assistant Comnrlssioner (11+5); they resume their witty use of fish

netaphors at thei-r second meeting when the Assistant rofers to Verloc as

a rrspratrt (Zf6¡ which may be used as bait to hook \[-adimir, whonr the

Assistant likens first to a trwhatett (216) and then to a ttdog-fishtt (Z].6¡.

Between these two meetings, however, the Assistant, in his pursuit of

Verloc, descends into a street, which is l-ike üa slimy aquarium from which

the water had been run offtt (1h7); moreover, the Assistant himself, in his

disguise, resemblesttthe queer foreign fishtt (ù?) who inhabit the areai

and the restaurant in which he eats is described figuratively as rtone of

those traps for the hungry, long and narror{, baited with a perspoctive of

nlrrors and whj-to naperyrr (il+S). This subtle expansion of the context of

the fish imagery, this inclusion within the scope of the pejorativo meah-

ing of the imagery, not only of the cri¡ninals, but also of the Assistant

h-imself and (in light of the novelrs use of relatod animal images to

characterize nearly everyone in the tale) all of humanity, suggests a uní-

i¡ersal ret,rogression of mankind. Fron this perspective, Sir Ethelredrs

project to inrprove society (which is, significantly, the introduction of

legislation t,o nationalize the fj-sheries) can be viewed, symbolically,

as a correspondingly debased means to ameliorate the plight of a debased
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hwanity.

The erninent philosopher, A. N. Whitehead, writing one year after

the death of Conrad, defines scientific materialism as:

The fixed scientific cosmology which presupposes
the ultimate fact of an irreducible brute matter,
or material, spnead throughout space in a flux
of configurations. In itself such material is
sensoless, valueless, purposeless' It just does
what it does do, following a fixed routine imposed
by external relationq-which do not spring from the
ttätotu of its being.3l

ft is a triumph of Conradr s art in The Secret Ageqt that he evokes synbolic-

aIly the irrevocable, ultimate consequence of this central- supposition of

humanity in the first decade of the twenti-oth century: the reduction of

man himself from his position in the tradition of western civilization as

an infinj-tely val-uable, living, transcendent r,¡hole to the position of a

meaningless, extraneous, temporary repository for his constituent parts of

inanlmate matter. fn the novel man is rendered, both literal1y and sy'nbolic-

allyr in the process of releasing these constituent parts to the dead world

of inorganic matter, for the savage destruction of Stevie into bits of flesh

is both a literal fact and a dominant image, which soems to loom over the

whole book. As has often been noted in this regard, cannibalism is suggested

in the circumstances of Steviets death. At t,he hospital a sheet resernbling

a rrtablecloth'r (86) covers Steviers remai-ns, which might have been ttrar,¡

material for a cannibal foastrt (86). As Rosenfeld discerns, t'he reader is

intend.ed to link thís irnage with Heatts previous observation thattthe had

swallowed a good deal of rahr, unwholesome fog in the parktt (86):nMetaphorically,
32

with macabre hunor, the fog and Steviers body are equated.tr And, later in

the novel, Verloc, as he devours rrravenously, without rost,raint and decencytt (ZS
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the beef which is trlaid out in the likoness of firneral baked meats for

Steviers obsequiestl (253), is also, synibolical.ly, consuming Stevie¡s flosh.

In fact, this metaphoric cann:ibalism is an exact represent,ati-on of

the vicious reduction of one human being by another, of the rnadness and

cruelty of the behaviour of humanity in The Secret Agent. Relations be-

tween the sexes, who, in alJ. spheres of the novel, e4gloit each other for

gain, are prodatory and pervorted. And the novelrs brief vignettes of

tondonr s poverty-stricken, such as the night cabby and Mrs. Nealo, rvho,

as she bends to her work, resembles rra sort of amphibious and domestic

anirnal living in ashbins and dirty waterrr (1Bl+), confirnr ïundtts graphic

description of the cannibalism of economic conditions (51). Finallyr as
33

Fleishroan indicates, there are in the novel symbolic suggestions that

all Iife, that man himself, has merged with the dead world of inorganic

matter. The forms of 1ife, both human and ani:nal, encountered en-route

to the Embassy by Verloc--who himself is trsteady like a rock--a soft kind

of rocktf (f3)--appear to be a part of i.nanimate nature:

A guilty-looking cat issuing from under the
stones ran for a whife in front of Mr" Verloc,
then divod int,o another basenent; and a thick
police constable, looking a strangor to every
emotion, as if ho, too, were part of inorganic
nature, surging apparently out of a lamp-post,
iook not, the slightest notice of Mr. Verloc (fh).

Enclosing and sanetioning the isolation and disintegration of mankind

i-n The Secret Agent is an environment which is ininical to 1ife, the city

of London, rtthe enornrity of cold, black, wet, muddy, inhospitable accumulat-

ion of bricks, slates, and st,ones, things in themselves unlovely ancl un-

frienclly to rnanrr (56). This is a timeless world of inorganic nature, of

fr
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matter which, like the incorruptible silver of Nostromo, tlnever diesn (fh).

Like the jr:ngle and river of rrHeart of Darknessrr and certain aspects of

Costaguanars geo:graphy, the Placid Gulf, the Azuera, the San Tome rnine,

the city of The Secret .Agent is both a naturalistic setting and a central

syrnbol which, inasmuch as it discloses the hidden, enduring patterns in-

herent in the novelrs flux of events, elucidates the novel-ts neaning, As

in both ttHeart of Darknessrr and &üry, those disclosed archetypes of

The Secret Agent', which are ironj.c and inverted, affirm the enduring reality

of evil and death, which alone span trthe age of

of bar-roomsrr Q6¡; as Claire Rosenfeld st,ates,

cavernsil (26f¡ and ttthe age

these archetypal elenents

do not, as myth traditionally does, nourish and renew the human spi-ri.t and

provi-de life with meaning:

And the city of Conradt s flabby, deformed,
emotionally stunted humanity cont,aÍns mythic
patterns which are more reminlscent of hel1 than
of heaven. Analogies to ritual and. d.ream are
present, but ritual which leads to no si-gnificant
rebirth, dream which asserts neither individual
identity nor continuity of personality nor
wholeness of conscious and uncmscious being.
It is a world totally devoid of meaning where
parody and irony distort manrs ipage, and only
misery and bondage are certain.J4

And the city, indeed, d.oes resemble, in its i-rrati-onality (some of

the cityrs housos have, mysteriously, become displaced from their streets

of origin (f[-f!)), in its similari-tiesr as Rosenfeld phrases it, 'rto the

confusions of classical labyrinth srn35 a kind of denonic undensorld. Líke

tradj-tional conceptions of heLL, London, therrcruel devouror of the worldrs

lighttt (xj-i), is both amorphous and dark; the ubiquitous gas larnps which

dot i-ts ladscape are mere rtlofty pret,ensionsfr (fOO) which cannot provide
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the light of life. Moreover, as Gose notes, one strain of syrnbolic

imagery in the'novel suggests that ùhe demonic city is bereft of water,

which, traditionally (as in its baptisnal function in the Christian

church) is emblematic of regeneration and life. Hence, for instance,

Ossipon wanders ttthrough monotonous strsets i'¡ith unknown names where

the dust of humanity settles inert and hopeless out of the stream of

liferr (3oo¡.

, As in Nostromo, the sordid, degraded world of time and the ti-neless

realm which, in effoct, perrnanently seals the degradati-on of the temporal

Wor1d, merge in one central, telling scene: I refer, of course, to the cab

ride of Chapter Eight'which, l-ike the night passed on the Gulf by Nostromo

and Decoud., is a kind of night-journey, a foretaste of death and a syrnbolic

d.escent into he1I. The e:çerionce of Winnie, Stevie, and their mother is

attended by the same sensations of suspensj-on of both motion and time (157)

asDecoudandNostromoeXperience.Thenight-journeyof@'

however, unlike that of N5lgry, is rendered, in accordance with the

ironic tone of the whole novel, in the spirit of the mock-heroic. The hero,

for example, is a retarded boy who endeavors, in a very un-heroic fashion,

to abandon the journey (157), and the figure of death, who identifies hirn-

self, significantly, as rra night cabbytt (fAe¡, is a pathetic, crippled

old man. This ironic presentati-on, however, which is somewhat analogous

to the synbolic renderi-ng of Holroyd as a god-figure in Nostrorno, does not

vitiate the significanco of the ride as a night-journey. the rrCab of

Death't (fZO) may be so decrepit as to appear rrcast out into the gutter on

account of irremediable decaytr (fZO), but it nonetheless remains an appropriate
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rrCab of Death¡r for a stunted mankind.

In The Secret Agent, then, the world of time and the timeless world

are essentialty one, for eternity is presented in the novel-, not as a

release fron the misery, the meanj-nglessness, the death-in-life of the

timed world, but as a perpetuation of death in an everlasting moment.

Hence, as Conrad subtlely reveals in the novel, nankind is vj-rtuall.y a

prisoner within history, r,¡ithj-n quantifiable time. fndeed, The Secret

Agent is, perhaps, Conradrs only novel which lends itself, as Fleishman
37

demonstrates, to the construction of a very detailed, precise chronology

of events; Conrad often carefully records the exact clurations of actions,

conversations, emotions and thoughts which involve the novelrs characters.

Moreover, the charact,ers are habitually arrare of the passing of time, of

the necessity of existing within 'r,he li¡ritations i-mposed. by cloeks, calendars,

or scheduLes. Indeed, in London clocks appear to be as ubiquit'ous as gas

Iamps. The Assistant CommÍssioner, for instance, is aware that the r¿eather

has been inclereent ilfor ten days; no, a fortnight--a fortnighttt (100). Sir

Ethelred, of course, is ali'lays acutoly aware of the need to budget his time.

The limitations of time even obtrude upon the notice of the indolent Ossipon,

for rtthe shortcomings of time-tabl_es" (282) impede hi¡r in his haste to flee

England with I,{innj-e. Final-ly, even the Professor, who, as he says (68),

depends upon death, upon the end of the temporal world, requiros, as
3B

Rosenfeld notes, time to overcome the indifference of the masses: rtBut

the timet The timet Give me timol Ahl that multj-tude, too stupid to

feel either pity or fearrr (3Oh).

This revelation embodi-ed in the novel--that of a mankind unalterably
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bound within the deathly world of time, a world r,¡hich all intimations

of eternity sanction rather than :iepudiate--is rather for the reader

than for any of the novelr s characters. In ttHeart of Darkne5stt Marlow

courageously permits himself to witness this terrible truth, to perceivo

that evil and death inhere at the very core of life and that manr s final

reward is nothingness; further, he desperately tries to salvage, for him-

self and for all humanity, the shattered fragments of life. In The Secret

Agenl, hollever, man is incapable of conscj-ously witnessing this sane truth.

There is no indication, for example, apart from Steviets instinctive

repugnance for the jour"ney, that any of the three characters r:ndergoing

the n:ight-journey have any concepti-on of its terrible significance; and

Heat, who experiences a brief intimation of the enduring character of pain

and death (87), the final dissipation of time into eternity, is finally un-

able to acceptttthe absurdity of things hurnant! (9f). The novelrs characters,

in conrplete contrast to the method of Marlow, either try to ignore the horrlfy-

ing aspects of existence by dreaming of fanciful Utopias, by erecting what
39

amount to barren (i-n tnis sense, as Élay observes, the word |thygienicrrt

used in conjunction with both Ossiponr s tf scientifictt doctrine ()+6) and

I"fichael-ists vision of a future worLd Like aIthospitalr¡ (303), d.enotes

sterility) parodies of religious conceptions of heaven, or, l,that is stil1
'worse, attempt unconsciously to destroy the evil of time-based life. The

latter mode of action, the very subject under scrutiny in the novel,

necessitates the anarchistic annihilati-on of humanity ítseIf. As Stallman

states, in discussing the syrnbolic implications of the;txnfosion, life,

such as it i-s, and time are synrbolically identical: r4rlhat has eluded Conradts

t
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critics of The Secret AgsIIL is the simple fact that all time--Iegal tine,

civil time, astronornical time, and Universal time--ernanates from Greenr,¡ich

Observatory and that Verlocrs mission, in the inl,ended bombj-ng of Greenwich
)+o

Observatory, is to destroy Time Now, Universal Time, or life itself.rl

Life in the time-bound r¡orld of London, then, may be a deathly imprisonment,

but its only alternative, the alternatj-ve humani-ty in The Secret Agent is

unconsciously gravitating towards, is death itself.

The Secret Agent, in conclusÍon, is by any account an excessi-ve1y

d.ark ivork of literature. Its ironic structure, which ensures that the

plans and intentions of most of the novelrs characters are frustrated,

amounts finalJ-y t,o a vision of cosndc irony; man exists in an absurd, hos-

tile r¿or1d. where all is contingency, where suffering is unredernptive, where

life, debased and. purposeless, seeks i-ts ow: destruction. And yet Thel$ecret

Agent, is not, as Conracl-hed hoped it would not be, Ita grratuitous outrage

on the feelings of mankind't(xv). My own feelings on the subject are

e>qpressed eloquently by Peter Brook; it is the work of a dramatist, not

of a novelist, which Brook is discussing, but his words apply with equal

truth to The Secret Agent.

This is how Beckettts dark plays are plays of
light, where the desperate object created is
wi-tness to the ferocity of the wish to bear
witness to the truth. Beckett does not say rnor

with satisfaction; he forges his merciless Inor
out of a longing for ryesr and so his despair is
the negative from which the cont'our of the
opposile can be drar,¡n.hl
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ïn this thesi-s I have tried, by exami-ning Conradrs English

intel.lectual and literary miliou, by discussing the implications of

his views concerrring art and the role of the artist, and by analysing

trlleart of Darlmessr" &g!¡ry and The SeprgL:LggqL as ar'.,istic wholes,

to ísolate and elucidate what night be termed a pattern of entrenchment

of a pessi'nistic view of humanity in these three works of fiction. This

pattern may be ba1dly surnmarized as follows. ttHeart of Darknessrr vs-

presents a process of discovery of a cen1,ral dilemma of modern man¡ in

that work Marlowt s isolation from European society, from its fragile,

porception-inhibiting institutions, enabLes him to perceive that mant s

nature j-s fundanentelly irrational, bestial and ev1l, that his material--

istic acquisitiveness has become the deathly equivalent of an unholy

religion, that his ennobling i-deals, the very substance of his humanity,

are hollow illusions, and that death and nothi-ngness inhabit the very

fount of life. In Nostromo Conrad, in effoct, brings Marlowrs discoveri-es

to bear in a scrutiny of civilization itself, in a literary study of the

malign grordth of a fictional society which may be viewed profi-tabIy as

the artistic equivalent of modern, industrial European society in its

seminal stages of development. Conrad utilizes Ï{arlowrs discoveries to

el-aborate a vision of history wh:ich accounts for the failure of all

social idealism, for the futile necessity of action, and for the inability

of society to nurture human communj-on. Finally, in The SecJet Agent,

Conrad evokes a vision of modern society itself, of an appalling, deathly

99
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world where spirit-destroying, naterialistic ideologies render rnan blind

to the desperate problems for which Marlow could descover no satisfactory

solutions, where all stri-ving, all industry, al1- idealism has died, where

life is precariously akin to the death for which it unconsciously seeks.

This shift in vision within the throe r¡orks of fiction, this increas-

ingly bleak estimate of mant s possibilities, is, to a degree, mirrored by

a corresponding transformatj-on of artistic technique. As I have indi-catedt

Nostromo marks a transi-tion in Conradt s central focus fron that of ttHeart

of Darknesstt and Lord Jim, a shift in prime imaginative interest from the

individual to society at large, and this transformation, as I have also

not,od previously, necessitated a correspond.íng alteration in narrative

method. Tn both Nostromo and the Sec!:et Agont Conrad substituted an

omnj-scient, undramatized narrator, a personage whose relatively detached

position above the flux of events enables him to survey lucidly the entire

socj-al landscape, for Marlow, the dramat'ized namator of ttHeart of Darlmesstl

and Lord. Jim, whose interest in the events of the fictional worlds he in-

habj-ts is primarily personal and whose perception of these events is, to

a degree, restricted by both his proximity to then and by his personal

i-nvolvement in them.

this alteration of narrative technique in itself, holuever, whích is

merely a means of erpanding the artistic scope, is, strictly speakingt

unrelated to the increasingly pessÍmistic picture of man depicted by Conrad.

l{oroover, narrative technique, in itself, is, after all, only a matter of

convention; it is a tool- which the novelj-st uses in the creative processt

but it is not the source of creativity. In fact, the disparity between
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the artistic methods of rrHeart of Darknessrt' and Lord Jim on the one hand

and of ltlostromo and The Secret Agent on the other i-s more superficial than

essentialr for, as I indicated in Chapter Two, all of Conradrs fiction is

animated and informed by his impressionism. Whether Conrad utilizes t,he

Itrealistictt Marlow or an invisible authorial voice as a medium of com-

mwrication, then, Conradrs artistic effects are derived from his capacity,

¡lhich soems to be almost a function of tempeiúrnent, to cor,'rnunicate, through

attention to subtle details, through time disruptions and unconventional

nethods of organi-zi-ng materi-al, through a poetic sensibility, and through

a relentlessly probing intelligence, the essential qualities of experiencen

To the extent that Conradrs growing pessimi-sm is rnirrored by artistic

technique, it is mirrored by the directness and austerity of Conradrs style

in The Secret Agen-L, the style which gives rise to tho increasingly detached

and controlled attitude and tone of voice of the novelrs persona, the style

which bespeaks the radically diminished aspirations and possibilities of

rnankind in the London world of the novel; it is mani-fested in Conradr s

remorseless use of irony in that noveI, the irony from i'¡hich emanates the

novel-t s despairing vision.

The importanco of the failure of idealism as a prine factor contribu-

ting to the growth of the strain of pessimism which I have described cannot

be over-emphasized, for in the Conradj-an universe manr s capacit,y for id.ealisnr

has a special, exaltecl significance. As I indicated in Chapter Four, Conracl,

who was, of course, well aware that this capacity could be abused, did not

assign an equal value to all human ideals. This rather obvious qualification,

hor¡reverr does not alter the fact that, for Conrad, manrs highest ideals both
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ennoble man and invest his actions with meaning' fndeedr it r¡ould not

be an exaggeration t,o assert that, for Conrad, mant s very humanity, the

essence of his very life itself, is inext,ricably bound up with his capacity

for idealism. Thus, as I have emphasized throughout this thesis, concoítitant

with both manr s refusal to exercise this capacity for idealism (as r,¡ith Decoud

in $ge@o*o) and the emergenco of circunstances (as with Marlov¡r s revelat-

j_on of evil and death inrtfieart of Darknessrt) r,¡hich negate the efficacy and

reality of manrs ideaLs is the cessation, either literal or effectual, of

human ]-ife itself.

The crux of humanityts dilemma in Conradts fiction is that the deathly

world of nature (and this includes human nature) which ít is constrained

to j-nhabit denies and renders ineffectual human idealism. This is, of course,

the dead world of scientific materialism, the world which the seventeenth-

century science began to divest of spirit, the worl-d in which God is conceiv-

able only as an ultimate mechanic; this is the universe, to quote Conracl,

rrmade of drops of fire and clods of mudtt r,rhi-ch makes itself manifest to

the sceptical intelligence, that warring faculty trhich resides within man

side by side with the capacity for idealism, and which teaches man that he
2

is rrout of life--utterly out of it.rr Thus, as Marlow becomes conscious in

rrHeart of Darknessrrr mankind., in it,s evil, (which, significantly, is nearly

always, in the three works d.j-scussed, depicted. in close association lvith '

manr s ma'berialistic greed, which is itself an obvious consequence of the

doctrine of scientific materialism) lacks any essential reality, any essential

life; since European val-ues and. ideals do not protect man from his oun evil,

do not function as a source of life, as a means of elevating man above the
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dead world of nature, Ivlarlonr has no recourse but to perceive them as

illusions.

This ostensibly unresolvable dil-enrna is further compounded, through

a lack of understanding, by nran himself" The key figures in this respect

are Kurtz and Gou1d,, who in some ïrays present a complete contrast, for

both of these characters are oblivious to the spiri-tual perils of roaterial-

ism; both are fatally unaware that materialism and idealism are, in fact,

wholly incompatible, and both, for this reason, are destroyed. The fact

that Kurtz, that veritable embodi-ment of values which are amongst the

highest in the tradition of western civilization, endeavors to procure

wealth in the process of fulfilling those values leads hi¡n to betray

utterly those same values. Gouldts idealism differs from Kurtzts in that

its object (though not in any mean sense) is wealth itself. Ancl, although

Gouldrs idealism, like Kurtzrs, results in disaster, the process of this

failure is the converse of that del-ineated in |tHeart of Darknesstt in that

whereas Kurtz betrays his ideals, Gouldts ideal, in effect, betrays him.

As t{rs. Gould succinctly describes her husbandts plight, ttThere lrâs some-

thing inherent in the necessities of succossful action i,¡hich carried wit,h

it the moral- degradation of the idearr (5Zt). ït is important to remember,

too,thatin@thehorrendousconsequencesofGou1d.'s1oya1tyto

his ideal conception of the San Tome mine, to his tragically nrisplaced

spirituality, transcend Goul-dr s personal life and involve the fate of

soci-ety at 1arge. In fact, (although Conrad did not consciously intand

The Secret Agont as a sequel- to Nostromo) tho spiritual inproverishment,

the virtual death-in-Iife of the mankj-nd of The Secret Agent can reasonably

be viewed as the ultimate consequence of the kind of confusion of the sacred
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and the profane of which GouJ.drs idealism is representative, for when

the collective life-spirÍt of human society becomes embedded in the world

of death the renewal and regeneration of humanity is impossible.

Conrad, however, is far fron suggesting that humanityrs lroes would

be resolved if all of mankind became cognizant,, after the fashion of

Mrs. Gould, that idealism and naterialism are incompatible, for, as I

stated earlier in this conclusion, under any circumstances the validity

of human ideals is suspect in Conradr s eyes. Moreover, Conrad lucidly

perceived that, in en absurd, irrational world where all ís subject to

the r,¡hims of malevolent chance, human intentions pale into insignificance.

I,lrs. Gould, it is true, is sugcessful in distinguishing the immaterial

from the nraterial, in attaining wholeness as a human being, in esiabl-ish-

i-ng a small community based upon human values, a comnunity which protects

and nourishes a neaningful hunian communion" T{owever, l{rs. Gouldrs human

cornmunity is a fragile oxception which clearly stands outsíd.e ',,he movernent

of hi story. Furthermore, Conradrs conception of the past, of history and

of manr s origins, as revealed in the three works discussed, does not include

a golden age or an unspoiled Eden, At no tinre in Conradrs depiction of

Costaguanats history, for example, is the bulk of mankind presented as

existing in anyihing remotely resembling a state of fulfillnent. And, as

I have emphasized throughout this thesis, in the three works discussed al1-

intimations of what is enduring in human affairs, of the tÍneless essence

of human experience, se-l-\re to confirm rather than to repudiate the meaning-

lessness, the bondage, and the misery of human Iife. And yet, al',,hough

Conradrs vision of mankind, of its possibilities, is indisputably despair-
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ing, the very clarity with which he delineates the problems, indeed,

the very fact, evidenced by Conradr s habitual, ironic u.se of traditional

religious rnetaphors, that the spiritual plight of rnankj-nd is depicted

as sickness, as aberration and perversion, is in itself a sign of hope.

Such a service i-s of no mean vafue to mankind.
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